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SKYSAILOR IS THE OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE 

HANG GLIDING FEDERATION OF AUSTRALIA (ILG.F .A.) 

Skysailor appears twelve times a year and is 
provided as a service to members. For non-members, 
the subscription rates are $10.00 per annum. 
Cheques should be made payable and sent to HGFA. 

Skysailor is published to create further interest 
in the sport of hang gliding. Its primary purpose 
is to provide a ready means of communication be
tween hang gliding enthusias{s in Australia and 
in this way to advance the future development of 
the sport and its methods and safety. 

Contributions are welcomed. Anyone is invited 
to contribute articles, photographs and illustrat
ions concerning hang gliding activities. The 
Editor reserves the right to edit contributions 
where necessary. HGFA and the Editor do not 
assume responsibility for the material or the 
opinions of contributors presented in Skysailor. 

Copyright in Skysailor is vested in HGFA. Copy
right in articles is vested in each of the 
authors in respect of her or his contribution. 
Deadline for contributions: 1st of the Month. 
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Send your change of address notice, your contribut
ions to Skysailor, your queries about insurance, 
the pilot handbook, your membership, and any other 
national matters to:-

H.G.F.A. 
Box 4 Holme Building, 
SYDNEY UNIVERSITY, N.S.W. 2006 

H.G.F.A. Secretary: 
Phone (02) 692-2872 (BH) (042) 942-545 (AH) 

H.G.F.A. Editor: 
Phone (042) 942-140 (AH) 

For information about ratings or sites write to 
the appropriate State Association. 

A.C.T..H.G.A. 
P.O. Box 496, 
MANUKA, 2603. 

N • S . ~J. H • G . A. , 
P.O. Box 121, 
SUTHERLAND, 2232. 
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/982 MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL 

WHAT TO DO 
I. Check your SkySailor wrapper 
Is your membership number correct? (Female pilots have a number that ends in F) 
Is your rating correct? 
Is your name spelt correctly? 
Is your address correct, particularly including the postcode? 

2. Work out how much you should pay 

3. Send your cheque a wrapper to 

HGFA Admistrotor 
/4 Bo/combe Road +------------------------------+ 
MENTONE, 3/94 IMPORTANT NOTICE 

FEES 
NSW 
Vic. 
Q'land. 
Tas. 
W.A. 
A.CT 
S.A. 

$30 

$32 .50 
$35 

DO NOT send your renewal to anybody 
other than the Administrator! 

In 1982, HGFA will be dealing with 
a computer agency rather than stealing 
computer time. This means that the 
process may be a little slower than 
last year . 

Sending your renewal to anybody other 
than the Administrator will GUARANTEE 
that your membership renewal will be 
extensively delayed. 

The total fee is made up of a state fee (which varies), a HGFA fee 
of $15 and an insurance levy of $10. The fee may be paid by cheque, 
postal order or bank cheque . DO NOT SEND CASH IN THE MAIL!! 

Pilots are expected to be members of the Association of the State in 
which they reside. If you have moved States and you are still a member 
of your old State, please indicate if you wish your membership to be changed. 
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HANGU - GLIDA 
by Dermot Meaney-San 

25 September - 12 October 1981 

After deciding that I wanted to fly in the 
t~orl d Competiti on in Japan, by hook or by crook, 
the rumours of disaster started to roll in. Sub
sequently, as the date drew nearer I began to 
question my reason for using up $2,000. Of 
course, if we were to act on 98% of rumours that 
are spread around in hang gliding circles we would 
all be heavily into lawn bowls and stamp collect
ing for full time sports. 

Most of us in the Oz team had a good time. 
With many variations of good flying alternating 
with good times. We arrived safely and cheaply, 
with our gliders costing only $12.00 each on the 
last leg. The guy at Adelaide said it could 
cost up to $300 so I was quite relieved at $12.00. 

Our first two full days in Beppu looked like 
all the rumours rolled into one, horizontal rain, 
at take off. There was a danger of being blown 
over the back if you held your arms out on the 
take off ramp. The next day, the 27th, gave us 
a taste of what we could get. First thing we 
had 5 kts over the back but by late morning cycles 
were coming up the face. While we were waiting 
for this the poms were soaring another site we 
could see from Mt. Tsurumi. By midday there 
were a few well shaped gaggles spread out over 
the Valley from landing to 2,500 above take off. 
After landing Moysie said to me that flying with 
me was un-nerving. I agreed with him but had to 
explain that I could only fly a square route in 
thermals as circling was stirring up a hangover 
that had 'made in Japan' stamped allover it. The 
afternoon turned out to be a mellowing of the 
mi dday strong choppy 1 i ft. 110s t of the Oz team 
had two or three hours of good thermal soaring. 
A few Kamikaze pilots provided thrills and spills 
at take off and landing; only tubes were damaged. 

The next day, the 28th, turned on, although 
strong and gusty, from the north/east so we used 
the other take off from t1t. Ts urumi . Ri ch 
Pfietfer and a local spun into the trees on take 
off. I lost my flying bag for the day so I did 
not fly. What a good excuse. 

That afternoon we showed the people in down
town Beppu an old hang gliding custom. A hire 
van jammed with people and one Canadian producing 
very weird noises and vegetable soup out of the 
side windo~1. 

The morning of the 30th provided some light 
l ift early in the morning but it socked in later. 
Some desperados from North of the Rocky Mountains 
got a flight through what they reckoned was a gap 
in the cloud. On the evening of the 30th we had 
an opening party, put on in 'one of the better 
hotels in tow,n. There were some good traditional 

Japanese harps, drums, food and booze, plus a show 
by the Austrians in their Lederhausen. The open
ing ceremony was another extravagant affair but as 
it was not flyable, what the hell. The ego got a 
boost from being mobbed by the crowds of school 
children who had the morning off school for the 
parade. 

THE AUSTRALIAN TEA~ TAKES A TEA BREAK: 
Dermot-San, Moysie-san, Frenchie-san and 
Gi 1 mour-san. 

We flew on the 2nd although the wind was 
strong at Siguridai take off. The task was to 
take off, turn right, pull the bar in and ridge 
race to landing. It was not so much a race as . 
a short sprint. Dennis Cummings had the fastest 
time of 3. minutes, or thereabouts. The Mickey 
Mouse flyers started to show up with one doing a 
whole bunch of 360's in front of landing then 
missing by 100 yds. Oz got two firsts and two 
seconds. 

The wind was strong on the 3rd up the north/ 
east ramp. Class two went off first. The task 
was a 3 minute dash to a gate then 1 hour duration . 
Two of them landed in trees plus there were a lot 
of scarey landings. One of the class one wind 
dummies went 20 kms in the opposite direction but 
it seemed we had to land at the main area for 
some dignatories in town. The whole day was 
eventually called off after a lot of heavy lan.d
ings. When the wind is north/east it is over the 
back of a hill and down to the landing area. The 
arguments for and against largely depended on how 
they or their teams fared. 

This day, the 4th, turned out to be a ripper 
for me and probably only a few others. After 
the wind dummies had their good hour or so of 
morning air the set task was cross country to one 
of the five landing areas. The first was virt
ually at the base of the hill and number 5 was 
about 40 kms from Mt. Tsurumi take off. The 



first few pools off were getting up and crossing 
to Mt. Yufu with varying degrees of success. I 
was the first Australian off, in the third pool, 
and flew into some lift, followed by the rest of 
the pool. Someone from an earlier group had 
already started across the gap so I figured I 
might as well go. It would be a bugger to hang 
around here, then drop out. I lost ab?ut 1,300 
ft. crossing, then with one eye on landlng area, 
one and both ears tuned to the vario I proceeded 
to search out everything that made it hic-up. 
About 25 minutes later, I was going through a 
light patch of humidity at about 800 feet/minute, 
1,000 ft. above Mt. Yufu. Spread out along the 
hiking track and wandering around on top were at 
least 100 Japanese sadists. Well, they must have 
been. Yufu is a 3,000 ft. climb from the nearest 
road. 

Anyway enough of the scenery and such 
spectacular distractions, people were leaving the 
mountain for landing zone 3 along the valley, some 
of them were in my pool. I followed, but com
pared with the 70%ers I was sinking badly, so I 
headed for the safety and at least a few points of 
landing zone 2. When I arrived there I noticed 
the wind was up a hill near the landing zone so I 
headed for it. Before I got there the up meter 
said up, so a few turns got me an 800 ft. height 
gain and an easy trip to landing zone 3 with 
enough height to look for some more lift. But, 
after centering in some nice consistent sink I ~Ias 
glad to get my feet in the landing zone paddock. 
The bus back to Utopia Shidaka held eighteen very 
happy fliers and four who almost made it. One of 
the main buses down to the hotels rang out to many 
tunes from "A 1 ouetta II to somethi ng in Japanese by 
the hostesses. 

Sagiri-dai take-off in foreground. 
Mt. Yufu in the background with its 
top obscured by cloud. 

No flying today, the 5th, but the flight the 
day before carried me through. 
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On the 6th the race was flown again. This 
really was a mickey mouse task. The air was not 
as consistent as it was for the first race, along 
with pilots going a bit harder, 30% of the compet
itors got a big O. At least half a dozen landed 
in the trees. Pedro Paulo Lopez bea t Steve ~loyes 
in this heat. Steve was short of the landing 
zone by about 25 ya rds. When Lopez 1 anded in th'e 
long grass it sounded like he had put down in a 
nest of snakes. He was screaming with obvious 
excitement at his triumph. 

No flying today the 7th, the rain was hori
zontal across the mountain, again. 

The late evening and early morning proved to 
be quite exciting, with some of the Aussie team 
and the Canadian team striving for a few extra 
curricular landing zones. The last bottle of 
whiskey, bought for us by a Japanese guy that was 
called Masta by all the local ladies, sunk a 
portion of the Aussie team. The Irish/Australian 
contingent, and Canada scored some bullseyes with 
some bull----. 

No flying on the 8th and 9th. 

The cut left the top 35 in the flying for the 
10th and I guess the others could do what they 
liked. The first task was a race to No.3 land
ing zone and back. I think the two Steves did 
quite well. Half way to the turn point I nudged 
my vario out of adjustment and landed short, while 
trying to penetrate the last 100 yds to the turn 
point. That's my excuse for a zero score and I'm 
sticking to it. The second task for the day was 
to take off from Siguridai and try for the main 
landing zone at Shidaka Utopia. The earlier ~ools 
that flew got enough height to go over the back 
at take off to go for it. Later on life was not 
so easy. There was not so much lift to be had at 
take off. After doing a few passes I decided that 
there was not any more lift to be had at take off 
so with about 300 ft. I thought I might as well 
cross the gap to Mt. Yufu. After working a bit of 
sink, circling in a few gully rotors and ground 
effecting off a few rice paddies, I eventually got 
around to the face of Mt. Yufu. This was working. 
Willie Mueller reckoned that I did a dozen passes 
while running on the rice paddies. Good job he 
wasn't in my pool, otherwise he might have pro
tested and won. After a couple of where shall I 
put it down thoughts, a half an hour and 3,000 ft. 
later, I was looking down on that beautiful vol
cano again. I had to shake myself back to reality 
from a most spectacular view 5,500 ft. above Japan, 
to turn over the volcano and down wind to the land
ing area for 1000 points. 

Take off on the 11th from the eastern side of 
Mt. Tsurami for Task No.3, which was landing zone, 
then an hour's duration. This was quite early in 
the morning and the lift was very light. Only the 
good guys stayed up. I think I got 14 minutes 
total. When I was going back up on the bus 
Graham Slater, one of my opponents, was still up 
to max., I think. The next task in the afternoon 
was the same as the previous. I maxed out in this 
one so I reckon everyone else must have, as well. 
With virtually all the gliders of both classes up 
in the air the thermals were quite well mapped. 



The landing was like coming into footy park 
at grand final time. The roar of the Canon and 
Nikon shutters and motor winders was almost 
deafening, as I crowd effected into the landing 
area . Good for the ego but dangerous with the 
possibility of getting clouted by a zoom lense 
sticking out of the seething masses. 

The results were tabulated only just before 
dark, which was followed by a spectacular party 
vlhich unfortunately had a schedule of only two 
hours. The food, the booze, and the band, were 
very good but the lazer show was unbelievable. 

The next day, the 12th, was quite hazy, from 
my side of the sunglasses but as I had sold my 
trusty Mega II I had a Meteor 190 to get to know 
for the day. By the time I got myself together 
it was 4.00 p.m., when I took off. I followed 
Mike De Glanville, Steve Moyes and Dereck Evans 
around the back of the mountain for a downwind 
glide over the city of Beppu. I had twenty 
minutes as did Dereck ~vans. Mike De Glanville 
had about thirty in a borrowed Shark. That was 
not enough for Moysie, he had to stay up for about 
an hour and a quarter, following a convergence 
out to sea. 

That last flight topped off for me a real 
buzz . Three weeks in a beautiful country inhab-
ited by equally beautiful people. I would like 
to thank all the people who organised the trip, 
in particular Susan Harris for her running about 
and TAA for carrying my glider to and from Adelaide 
for nicks. 

Dermot Meaney 

A Japanese pilot takes off in the 
new Japanese desiqn--the Jupiter. 

Cl ass I I 

l. Graeme Bird New Zealand 
Shark 

2. Walter Lussi Switzerland 
ASW Flash 

3. Hang Pose her Austria 
~1anta Fledge II 

4,699 

4,680 

4,448 
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Class I winners receive their trophies. 

Lopes Captures World Cup 
(Beppu, Japan) - Brazi 1 's Pedro Lopes edged 

out American national champ Rich Pfeiffer by a 
thin 15 points to take top honors during the 1981 
FAI World Championships. Pfeiffer may wish he 
had webbed feet after dropping his Wills Wing 
Duck prototype hang glider trying to land d~wn
wind after his last heat . A stand-up landlng 
was all Pfeiffer needed to nail down first place. 

New Zealand's Graeme Bird won Class II 
honors flying a Shark. In the team scoring (to
taling the scores of their top four pilots)! 
Great Britain easily outscored runner-up SWltzer
land, followed by Germany, Canada and France. 

Almost half the ll-day competition was non
flyable due to inclement weather, with only ~even 
rounds of competition flown in Class I and SlX 
rounds in Class II. The final two days produced 
four completed rounds. 

Class I To~ Finishers 

l. Pedro Lopes Brazil 
LaMouette Azur 6,522 

2. Rich Pfeiffer USA 
~Jills Wing Duck 6,507 

3. Graham Slater Great Britain 
Airwave Comet 6,482 

4. Josef Guggenmos Germany 
~Ji ngs 6,361 

5. Gerard Thevenot France 
Azur 6,285 

6. Johnny Carr Great Britain 
Comet 6,280 

7. Willi Muller Canada 
Comet 6,273 

8. Robert Bailey Great Britain 
Comet 6,222 

9. Walter Schonauer Switzer 1 and 
Firebird 6,200 

10. Jean Roussot France 
Azur 6,131 

(Reprinted from Glider Rider, November 1981, p.9) 



1st Instructor's Workshop 

Many of you are probably wondering how the 
1st seminar went and whether you missed anything 
by not going. Well it went very well and, yes 
you missed quite a lot, even though you probably 
never want to instruct. 

The seminar was conducted on a very relaxed 
note and anyone, indeed everyone, was invited to 
contribute ideas and theories which were then 
discussed, all useful material being incorporated 
as part of the end result. You did not need a 
H.5 rating to be a contributer. Indeed, some of 
the most useful ideas were put forth by people 
who had only just taken up flying. 

The seminar was guided by the expert hands of 
Ian Jarman and Rob De Groot. It is a credit to 
them that they guided everyone to a conclusion as 
an independent thinking process rather than stamp
ing their own personal ideas on the meeting. 

The point of the gathering was not to hear 
one man air his views but to evolve some sort of 
universal level of instructing. I do believe, 
that this goal was achieved and as such the sem
inar was a success. There were 15 or 16 people 
present and one of them, I still don't know which 
one, gave me the worst case of flu I have ever had. 
Still that was only a part of what I gained by 
attending. Though, I hope, the rest will stay 
with me, I could have done without the flu. 

As the seminar progressed it was interesting 
to note that most people's ideas were fairly uni
form. Though, the higher rated pilots had a bit 
of difficulty and were fairly ignorant of the early 
stages of tuition. 

It seems that one forgets what it is like to 
be a beginner in the sport and how hard it is for 
a beginner to take everything in. Quite a bit of 
time was devoted to this most important stage, 
with the lower rated members contributing a great 
deal to everyone's understanding. It appears that 
we have a very high drop out rate after initial 
"tryi ng" . Coul d it be because we make it sound so 
complex and difficult to understand? 

An instructor will, of course, pass on his 
style of flying to his pupils. So, if we have a 
universal safe attitude then no doubt the pupils 
will incorporate this and start off on the right 
track. 

The other point of interest was how far Aus
tralia lagged behind the rest of the world in the 
sport. We do have a handful of pilots that keep 
up our image overseas but in general our overall 
standard of flying is not as good. 

One wonders why we 1 ag behi nd. After all, 
our gliders are as good, we have better weather 
for longer each year and we have good sites. So, 
what could the reason be? Could it be that our 
attitude towards new flyers is not as helpful as 
it should be, with the result that they either 
drop out or they go through a much longer learning 
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process than in other parts of the world. Perhaps 
with a more helpful attitude we can encourage more 
people into the sport, get others flying more 
accurately and generally improve our image as a 
whole. Remember, the more people coming up 
through the ratings the easier it will be to sell 
those second hand gliders. 

I believe, not only did the seminar provide 
the participants with a better understanding of 
tuition and its problems but it also provided the 
association with another string to its bow for 
dealing with Transport Australia. 

If we can prove to our beloved beaurocrats 
that we have a responsible outlook to the commun
ity by making sure that new flyers are taught 
correctly and old flyers are aware of the rules 
and regulations, then perhaps they will become a 
little more relaxed and allow us more freedom of 
the air. 

After all, isn't it only because of their 
rules that we have not cracked the 200 miles yet? 

Vee Dhub 

SA. Instructor's Workshop 
The H.G.F.A. Instructor Training programme 

had a major setback in S.A. last weekend .... 
sunny soarable weather. Of the dozen pilots 
attending it was quite easy to see that this 
affected them greatly .... the constant glancing 
out of the windows of the sports administration 
centre at the C.U. 's building on the ~1t. Lofty 
Ranges made it somewhat difficult to keep everyone's 
mind on the subject. On Saturday afternoon, 
following a morning of orientation and discussion 
we headed south to t~asl in's Beach for some work on 
the training hill; however as we passed Ochre Pt. 
the sight of a fresh southwester and a few kites 
zapping up and down the coast was too much for the 
air starved group and a postponement was called 
.... we continued later at a nearby pub. 

Sunday dawned another perfect day, but ~e 
gushed straight into a session on problem solving 
for specific flight skills and then Rates of Pro-
9ression. Before sitting down to the examination, 
a final discussion on setting up a school proved 
extremely worthwhile as we related it to the spec
ific problems experienced in S.A. and their current 
training programme. 

On the weekend of December 12-13 we will be 
in Queensland for the Northern Instructors' Course 
and finally in Canberra on February 27-28, 1982. 
For information contact: 

Ian Jarman 
National Coaching Coordinator 

(02)698-8584 



PLAN AHEAD FOR 
MT. BUFFALO COMPo 

CROSS COUNTRY CLASSIC 
28 December 1981 - 3 January 1982 

This meet promises to be of truly Internat
ional standard with the very best of this country's 
X-C pilots. The format this year will be much 
the same as the Owens Valley X-C Classic, that is, 
tasks, score system, etc. 

,All pilots must attend the pilots' meeting on 
Sunday night, 27th December, starting 8 p.m. sharp 
at the Porepunkah Hotel. At this meeting you will 
be told all the necessary requirements and regulat
ions for the competition, which it is necessary to 
detail at present. 

Three things that weren't stated in Skysailor 
but which are necessary are a camera, compass 
(optional) and that your parachute has been re
packed 3 months prior to the competition. 

If you are going to fly Buffalo prior to the 
competition be aware that the site has a limit to 
the number of gliders that it can accommodate. 
50 is pushing it, however, with co-operation be
tween each other things can run smoothly and every
one can get a fair go. 

Remember don't go setting up down the front 
if you're not going to fly right away. If you're 
set up and its flyable, then fly. Be ready when 
it's your turn to fly, that is, equipment totally 
ready to go, harness, helmet, etc. on. Think how 
long it would take to get through 50 pilots who 
stuff around for 10 minutes on take off? Be 
ready or else the Launch Director will take your 
name and you won't be able to launch until last 
the next time around. 

There were 66 H.5 entries received for this 
competition for which there are only 50 places, 
maximum. Firstly, the top 20 from last year's 
competition were automatically accepted if they 
applied. Then there were 9 overseas pilots 
entering who were unable to go in the Internat
ional. Of the remaining 37 places, 18 pilots were 
selected on outstanding X-C flights and experience. 
This left 3 places only to be chosen using the 
criteria of: Mt. Buffalo experience, X-C exper
ience, competition experience. This proved to be 
an extremely difficult task. The selection 
committee consisted of myself, Bernie Beer, Col 
Barry, John Reynoldson, and Wes Hill. Assisting 
in identification of N.S.W. flyers was Bruce Wynne. 
Please note that in no way did personalities or 
favouritism come into the selection. The judge
ment of the panel is final. 

Do not despair, a space has been reserved 
for you in the Mt. Buffalo International 24-30 
January 1981, which is the sister competition. 
You will still be flying with some of the best 
X-C pilots in the world, and it will be the ~ 
way to gain selection for next year's X-C Classic. 
If this is unsuitable please let me know as soon 
as possible so that a total refund can be sent to 
you. There are no alternatives. 
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CROSS-COUNTRY INTERNATIONAL 
24-30 January 1982 

This competition also promises to be 
a qreat meet. Format and requirements will 
be ' basically the same as for the Classic. 
The oraanizer is pleased with the high 
standa~d of the pilots in this camp as well 
as in the Classic. 

Here is the up-to-date list of oilots for the 
Cross-Country International. . 

Scott Tucker-OLD 
Harry Summons-VIC 
Graham Pukallas-OLD 
Ian Cummings-NSW 
Ted McAllen-OLD 
Dr. Peter W. Ebeling-OLD 
Torquil Cameron- NSI~ 
Gary Green-IAiA 
Tony Misfud-WA 
Bruce Lee-OLD 
Don Cameron-SA 
Gary Hentzschel-NSW 
Tim ~/ebb-ACT 
14ilfred Alley-NSW 
Bill Koorneef-ACT 
Mike Delay-NSW 
Dave DelaY-NSW 
Paul Hough-NSW 
David Heapy-NSW 
Viv Weatherall-NSW 
John Haymans-ACT 
Ray Buckley-ACT 

Peter Hanson-NSW 
Dennis Gilbert-NSW 
Chris Boyce-NT 
Bruce White-NSW 
Michael Cockburn-VIC 
Bob Barnes-NSl4 
Peter South-NSW 
Clyde Farquhar-NSW 
Greg Wilson-NSIA/ 
Stan Roy-OLD 
Peter Greenhill-VIC 
Max Stoneham-ACT 
Ian Collinson-VIC 
Phil Mathewson-NSW 
Entries in mail-NSW 
"" "" -NSW 
1111 1111 -SA 

10 more places open. 

The following pilots were omitted from the 
list published last month and will be flying 
in the Classic. 

Jack Freeman 
Niel Mersham 
Steve Blenkinsop 

GENERAL INFORMATION FOR BOTH COMPETITIONS 

There has been a change of management at the 
Porepunkah Hotel and I can say it has been for 
the better. The new publicans are Geoff and Barb 
Odewahn. They are right behind us and want to 
go out of their way to look after us. They're 
currently renovating the hotel. You won't 
recognize the beer garden which now has a char
coal grill and much more space to it. It will be 
our central meeting place each morning for pilot 
briefings after breakfast, which will be provided 
by the hotel (cook/make it yourself) at a very 
nominal price. 

Meals will be cheaper and better than last 
year (a new Chef from the Mt. Buffalo Chalet, 
together with meat supplied by Trevor Mickan - the 
local looping hang glider pilot/butcher). 



Geoff has installed a CB for communications 
with pilots, together with an extra (outlanding) 
phone . The beer is good and I don't think that 
people will be wanting to go far to find a better 
place this year. If you normally rent a caravan 
or flat, they have a special rate for us in their 
hotel/motel and flat units. 

The prices range from $7/8 per head at the 
hotel to $40 per night for a flat of which there 
are 2. These can accommodate 12 people in total -
these are self contained. 

If you are interested then reserve a room no 
later than the end of November. The phone no.-'s 
(057)56-2391. A deposit of 1/3rd is required. 

If camping is what you want, I will be making 
it known to the proprietors of the Porepunkah 
Council and the Dennis Caravan Parks that there 
will be pilots wanting to camp there. Note, 
under no circumstances will camping be allowed by 
the NatTonal Parks along the Eurobin Creek, as 
has been the case in the past. So, all pilots 
please make your choice from the above. This 
will also make it easier to locate people in more 
central areas. 

I will be camping at the Porepunkah Caravan 
Park, arriving on 26 December 1981, to run, com
pete and win this year's Classic. There will be 
another, suitably trained Meet Director for the 
International later in the month. Until then 
may you get a few miles up your sleeve as you'll 
need the practice to have a show. 

These competitions will be very competitive, 
but let us also remember to have some safe fun as 
well. 

P.S. The flyable area will be much greater than 
last year. As yet we're not sure by how 
much but rest assured the centre of the 
circle, however large, will not be from Mt. 
Buffalo as has been the case previously. 

Acceptable launch technique which will be 
mandatory -
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LAST MINUTE NOTES ON BUFFALO COMPETITIONS 

" As I write this letter, preparations for 
the forthcoming cross-country and national 
competitions are nearly complete. All parties 
concerned and pilots have been notified of 
the requirements. Everythin~ is set for the 
~reatest month of han~ gliding this country 
has ever seen. 

The Classic is intended to nut us on the 
world competition circuit and from the number 
of international pilots competing it has done 
that. We are still hopin~ that we will get a 
few more international pilots for the later 
competition--the Buffalo International on the 
24-30th of January as the standard of the pilots 
in this competition is much higher than exoected. 
The winners will justifiably be able to say that 
they are some of the best cross-country pilots 
in the country. As for the Classic, it was a 
nightmare having to choose 50 pilots from all 
those who entered. All I can say is that they 
had better prove themselves for having been 
chosen in the top 50. 

For anybody competing: 

You need lots of practice, especially at 
Buffalo, to have a show. Seasoned Buffalo 
pilots have a definite edge. Flyinq the Mt. 
Buffalo region is far more difficult than most 
other sites. As Bruce l4ynne sa i d to me after 
we had flown to Mt. Beauty, "It was really 
unioue that flight. It was a series of tasks: 
to get to Porepunkah Hill, then to the Harriet
ville Ridge, then over to the Tawonga Gap and 
then finally Mt. Beauty." It is like that all 
the time. A world record may never be set from 
Buffalo (?) but the person who wins the Classic 
can say that he/she is one of the best in the 
world. I intend to make it hard but at the same 
time enjoyable. 

For people coming down to see the flyin~: 

Feel free to fly afterwards each day. 
However, you must be a Han~ 4 pilot and a 1982 
financial member. I am short of wind technician~ 
(dummies?) for the Cross-Country International 
(24-30 Jan) so if you are down there then let thE 
competition director know. You won't be thrown 
off if the conditions are unsafe, the task is 
merely to see when there is lift out there. 

One last thing, at the moment we are still 
being accepted as part of the areas sports. If 
we keep going the way we are, we will be liked 
and looked forward to by the 1 oca 1 s. So, if you 
are coming down, be it pilot, helper or just as 
spectator, have respect for the nark. The local s 
~nd the.wuffos, if they are left with a good 
lmpreSSlon, word-of-mouth about us will be oosi
tive. (Some of the police think we belono to 
that surfing community.) Just be nice and last, 
don't give me a hard time either. 

Stephen Ruffl es 
Mt. Buffalo X-C Meet Coordinatol 
23 Kirkwood Crescent 
Montrose, Vic. 3765. 
( 03) 728-2778 



HANG GLIDING FEDERATION OF AUSTRALIA 

NEWS ... NEWS ... NEWS ... 

FEDERAL GRANTS TD HGFA 

The executive has been successful in 
obtaining a federal qrant to support some 
of its activities for 1981-82. Thouqh the 
government has only granted us a small 
port ion of what we asked for, they have 
stipulated that the grant be spent in 
certain areas. 

The Department of Home Affairs
Division of Sport and Recreation- is 
most interested in funding international 
competitions. Therefore, they have given 
us a total of $5,000 to fund international 
competi tions. They have also aiven us 
$1,000 to assist us with our Coachina 
projects, especiallY the Instructor 
Certification program which we felt was 
our highest priority for the year. 
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NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP TEA~S 

The division of places between the 
states for the National Competition has 
been decided by HGFA. The numbers are 
sliahtlv different from last vear. The 
Exe~uti~e decided against a s~rictly 
prooortional distribution based on the 
numbers of members in each states as of 
December, 1981. Instead, each state was 
given a minimum of 2 oilots and the rest 
of the positions were divided rouahly on 
the basis of membership . 

Members Places 
NSW 576 18 
Vic 279 8 
O'lnd 181 6 
SA 95 4 
WA 90 4 
ACT 37 2 
Tas 18 2 

1227 44 

Kappy Holidays and Lots of Lift! 
Marsha Leeman, Federal Sec'retary 
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The Treasurer Speaks 

RENEWALS 

Richard Dakers , our paid adminstrator, has 
been given the task of processing all the member
ship renewal s for 1982. Without a doubt, this 
is the worst job in the whole of HGFA. It's 
tedious time consuming and made extremely diffi
cult by'people who stuff a few crumpled bills into 
an envelope and expect Richard to E.S.P. who they 
are, where they live, what their number is, etc. 
Despite all this Richard reports that the renewals 
seem to be running smoothly. 

HGFA has produced a new, standardised member
ship card so that every pilot in Australia will 
have the same membership card. These cards are 
designed to go through a computer which will print 
each individual pilot's information on them and 
thereby eliminate an enormous amount of drudgery. 
These cards arrived from the printer on November 
19th and they have now been sent to Richard who 
will give them to our agency. All the members 
who have renewed can expect to receive their new 
cards in the very near future. Renewing members 
will also receive a 1982 helmet sticker. 

Some people have sent their renewals to HGF~ 
at Box 4. It can easily take a week from the tlme 
it arrives in the box to the time I receive it, and 
then I have to mail it to Richard for processing. 
I wasn't kidding when I said that sending your 
renewal to anyone other than the administrator 
will GUARANTEE your renewal will be delayed! 

New Members 

Starting in 1982 all new members will send 
their membership applications directly to the 
Administrator. HGFA has produced and distributed 
a new application form which has been distributed 
Australia-wide through State Associations. A 
sample form has been included in this issue: How 
about handing it on to a new pilot you know? 

This new membership procedure means that State 
Associations will no longer have anything to do 
with the processing of membership app~ications: 
This eliminates a lot of double handllng and wlll 
speed the membership process by at least a ~eek. 
Furthermore, it will free your State Executlve of 
a lot of drudge work so that they can concentrate 
on organising comps, establishing new sites etc. 

In 1982 new members will receive a HGFA 
membership card, a 1982 helmet sticker and a set 
of helmet numbers. Many states already have 
helmet numbers but the hope is that eventually 
all pilots will have their membership number stuck 
to the side of their helmet. 

No more manuals 

New members should also receive a manual when 
they JOln. Unfortunately HGFA has run out of 
manuals so no more can he issued. It is hoped 
that a new batch will be printed in January but 
the manual is an enormous job and it will probably 
be mid-year before new stocks become available. 
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Any new member will be p~aced on th~ manual 
mailing list and will automatlca~ly . rece~ve one 
when they become available. EXlstlng pllots who 
have not received their manual will have to be 
patient. The Post Office seems to have consumed 
an enormous number of manuals judging by the 
number of people who have complained they never 
received one . Some people in Adelaide have been 
sent no l ess than 3: none of which apparently 
arrived! 

Rating Cards 

HGFA considered that it was a good idea to 
keep the membership and rating systems separa~e 
since membership is a HGFA matter whereas ratlngs 
are a State Association matter. To assist the 
State Associations, HGFA has produced new rating 
stickers and ratings cards and distributed them 
to the States. The rating sticker goes on your 
helmet and the rating card is designed to fit 
inside your membership card. In future, when 
you want to update your rating you only send in 
the completed form. Your membership card should 
not be sent to your State Association. After 
processing you will receive the rating s~ic~er 
and a card certified by your State Assoclatlon. 
This scheme is similar to the one currently used 
by Victoria. DO NOT send your rating forms to 
HGFA! 

Overall Strategy 

The purpose of these changes is to make the 
most efficient use of the resources available to 
the hang gliding community. Since all me~er
ships must be notified to HGFA eventually, lt 
makes sense that they be handled exclusively by 
HGFA. Ratings, on the other hand, require some 
knowledge of local safety officers, local sites, 
local pilots, etc., and are best dealt with by 
State Associations. 

The new stationery and new procedures have 
been designed to split memberships and ratings so 
that each one can be handled efficiently. The 
only reason for this is so that the hang gliding 
community will receive a better service from the 
various executive bodies. You can help this 
process by following these steps: 

1. ALWAYS quote your membership number 
on any correspondence. 

2. Send ALL membership matters to HGFA 
(SkySailor, manual, membership card, 
etc: ) 

3. Send ALL rating matters to your State 
Association. 

Dennis Glen White II, 
H.G.F.A. Treasurer . 



WHO IS WHO-
IN HANG GLIDING. 

An Interview with Mark Mitsos 

Mark Mitsos is not a name known to many kite 
fliers. ~lark makes kites at Byron Bay under the 
name of SKYLAND SAIL GLIDERS. Mark apprenticed 
as kitemaker under Graeme John, now retired. 
This interview explores the role Mark plays as a 
small scale manufacturer in a predominantly one 
brand scene. Mark's problems are the problems 
of all small manufacturers. In fact he reminds 
me of that poster of a cat hanging by its front 
paws from a ledge, its back paws wildly flailing 
in the air, with the caption "HANG IN THERE". No 
way was that cat going to let go! 

Q. Mark Mitsos, you've been flying a rel~tively 
short time for a kite designer. Do you find this 
a disadvantage in putting together a kite design? 

M.M. ~Well I suppose on the surface of it I am an 
inexperienced flyer in net time when you compare 
my record to more well known fliers. As for this 
being a disadvantage, I don't really think so. In 
fact it seems to me that allover the world kite 
designers are discovering a previously unknown 
science - AERONAUTICS. 

Q. You mean that earlier designs were 'seat of 
the pants' designs? 

M.M. Not necessarily. Obviously, some great 
designs came out of the earlier days and some 
great deSigners were in the industry, but today 
we're into performance areas that no-one dreamt 
of in the days of the SK-I and MIDI STINGER. The 
reason we're getting performance is that we are at 
last taking notice of and utilizing data that have 
always been there. Take double surface for inst
ance. The maxi-style ship exploited single sur
face (basically yachting technology) to just about 
the limits. But back there in the text books and 
in the air in the form of MITCHELL WINGS etc., the 
double surface was waiting in the background for 
our frame geometry and sail deSigns to catch up to 
it. However, with an upgrade in performance, the 
designer who doesn't do his sums is the boy who is 
taking big risks in testing and selling. Good 
things and bad things happen faster when you're in 
a faster ship. Aeronautics is a method or a 
science of balancing performance with safety. 

Q. ~1ark, speaking of safety, your skyland kites 
are not certified. What are your thoughts on 
certification? 

M.M. Well, what can I say? I sit up here in the 
country working like hell on a design. Because 
we get so many air-hours here at the '3ay my des i gns 
probably have more airtime testing than most. I'm 
lucky that I have good friends who are also great 
fliers - Jack Freeman and Brian Rushton. In fact, 
I think that on a per head basis there is a tre
mendous amount of design knowledge here in the Bay 
As for certification, sure, it's a good thing, but 
we're looking at an extraordinary market place. 
Bill, rightly so, has the whole scene sewn up. 
He's also sufficiently successful to be able to · 
travel, pick up ideas and have certification done. 
Great, but all that still doesn't mean that his 
designs are the best. It only means that they 
conform to a predetermined test. Anyone who has 
seen our airframe construction has to agree that 
our ships are as safe. But no, there is no spec
ial piece of paper that says 'CERTIFIED GLIDER'. 
I also feel strongly that the procedure is a bit 
of a mockery when one small design modification, 
something that happens all the time actually in
validates the original certification. So do 
you, or don't you, have a certified glider? 

Q. So you're saying a small maker is doomed to 
sell uncertified ships? 

M.M. Not necessarily, because if we have to cert
ify to market our gliders we will do so, but the 
fact still remains that certification doesn't 
make a good ship. The PULSAR is good value. 
You're getting a lot of performance for your 
pennies. I know that the few PULSAR fliers know 
that because they see it proven daily . But, how 
does Joe Blow in Back o'Bourke know that? He 
naturally enough plays it safe and buys a Moyes, 
and good luck to him. He gets a ship. But 
really, without big turnover, how can a small 
maker afford overseas certification? Again, 
certification is no guarantee of performance. A 
house brick performs excellently within its per
formance envelope. 

Q. Coming back to your previous ship, the ORION, 
what influenced you in design? As a relative 
newcomer, how did you work out what should go into 
a good ship? 
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M.M. One ship particularly impressed me. The 
JABBERWOCKY, made by ~'i ke I pkendanz of Perth, 
introduced the wide trailing edge tape and those 
dreamy tips. I've stuck with this concept right 
up to the PULSAR. The Orion's tips are still 
the nicest around. If you dream up an ideal plan 
form your head tells your hand where to go if it 
looks at nature. An eagle's primaries are so 
important to it as a soaring machine. Tip design 
is just as important. The ORION'S stall, its 
sink rate and its roll are all linked with the 
tips. Kevin Mitchell, of course, has helped me 
enormously. We seemed to click from the start on 
design. I think if one man had to be chosen as 
the one who influenced sail design most in the 
whole of Australian soaring history, it would have 
to be Kevin. 

Q. The ORION wasn't seen much south of Byron, 
vias it? 

M.r~. No, it wasn't. This of course comes back to 
advertising which comes back to money. But we 
were very happy with its performance. As a matter 
of fact Brian Rushton just accomplished something 
we've been dreaming of for years around here in his 
old ORION. He took off at Coorabell and landed at 
Lismore - a fabulous flight. Brian also flew 
incredibly at Buffalo, and I had to laugh, ~
sailor couldn 't even remember the type of kite in 
the results listings. So it goes. It's a basic 
fact that if you've got the fliers you've got the 
sales. It'~ very upsetting when a flier progress
es fast on one of your kites because he's flying a 
good kite only to be snapped up by the boys with a 
discount kite. But of course I'd do the same if 
the rules were reversed. Kites are not cheap to 
buy. There is an incredible volume of 'Detail' 
work in something like the PULSAR. 

Q. What does the future hold for SKYLAND KITES, 
Mark? 

M.M. I don't plan for the future. One lesson I 
have learnt is that money speaks. I'm making 
kites for the love of it. I know I'll never be 
rich from hang gliding. What Skyland needs is 
fliers who care enough about contest results to 
give a smaller designer a cnance. If we had more 
fliers like that around Australia we would be 
viable because people could see and judge for 
themselves. I can give you an example. Last 
week we flew at ~'t. Tambourine. , There were about 
40 kites there of all types. It was a good ridge 
day, with the occasional thermal. Brian cored a 
thermal to 3,500 ft. - the best of the day. In 
ridge lift he was not just a little over the stack, 
he was way over the top. And speaking of certifi
cation, Brian pulls those amazing double 1400s, one 
upwind, with a reversal and one down wind. That 
one day got us five sales. Now sure, you can say, 
that's not many, but for a small maker like me it 
puts butter back on the bread. Look at Bruce 
Jackson and his beloved JABBERWOCKY - that's the 
sort of flier I'd like to see in my ships. Ones 
who care enou~h to honestly rationalise. Many 
fliers say yes, it's a good kite, but what about 
resale? ~1y answer to that is try to buy a 
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second hand ORION and see if you can get , 
cheaper than a second hand MEGA? I see SK), 
future with the flier who cares about performa, 
not resale, even if it were a valid argument. 01 . 
thing I'd like to point out about our ships: they 
are not an overseas design. They are our design. 
The PULSAR is an AUSTRALIAN design and we are 
proud of it! The PULSAR has been designed and 
tes ted through its prototypes by its maker - ~iE! 
The automatic system we have devised for easing 
of turbulence leads and energy storage makes the 
PULSAR a direct, positive wing to fly. There's 
nothing like it in the world. To my knowledge 
it's a safer ship, with tight wires on takeoff, 
yet it retains all the advantages of enclosed 
crossbar wings already in use. Buy AUSTRALIAN! 

Mark Mitsos taking off at Lennox Head near Byron. 



small glider 
BIG 
performance 

PU LSAR 165 is an individually conceived gli~er, handcrafted and Australian made. 

PULSAR provides the light and responsive handling of a small glider without sacrificing 
lifting performance at lower speeds. 

The unique elastic cross·bar retention system variable billow in flight and combined with a 
genuine 70 double surface Kevin Mitchell saii'gives PU LSAR 165 its low speed and turning 
performance comparing with larger gliders. 

Other benefits of the elastic cross-bar retention system include:-

• tight wires on take off 
• broader wing loading range 
• mellower sta ll characteristics and parachute ability for safer controlled landings. 
• stress relief on cross-bars and load dampening on air frame and rigging in turbulent 

air. 
• better lifting ability at lower speeds and broader L D range makes PULSAR 165 the 

truly alternative glider. 

Custom Kevin Mitchell sails a speciality . Competitively priced: Dealer enquiries welcome. 

"This proves you can have your cake and eat it too!" 

ENQUIRIES TO:- MARK MITSOS, 
C/- SSG Armstrong Street, 
SUFFOLK PARK. BYRON BAY. N.S.W. 24B1. 

The PULSAR 165 has not been certified to USHGMA standards. 

BY SKYLAND 
D~~ __ S_AI_LG_L_ID_E_RS_----,, ___ 



Sunshin~ Coast News 

With the arrival of summer and some off
shore breezes, we on the Sunshine coast have come 
out of forced hibernation. Not all of us have 
been so quiet though. There has been the con
tinual search for that elusive flight that will 
take one higher or further than any before. 

Rainbow Beach turned on a good weekend for 
many of us early in September. It was a chance 
to get some much needed time in the air as the 
turn-out of the thirty or so pilots indicated. 
Both Saturday and Sunday afternoons brought in 
pumping sea breezes, ideal flying conditions. 
With the mild weather, many chanced a night out 
under the stars and Sunday morning found many 
recovering from the night before with an early 
morning swim, before heading back up to the Blow 
to wait for the wind to come up. 

The competition at Eungella near Mackay was 
another opportunity for experienced pilots to 
take to the air. The competition was held on the 
last weekend in September and three pilots from 
the Sunshine coast competed. Paul Carter, making 
his debut in competition flying collected two 
trophies. A first for total distance and a 
fourth in the X-Country. Well done Paul. 

We would like to thank Ursula and Willia for 
the barbecue they held for club members to cele
brate their Nationalization at the end of Septem
ber. Glad you like us so much??!! 

With the onset of more prevailing south
easterlies, Stan Roy has been able to begin learner 
classes on the coastal dunes again. Stan has been 
absent for several months this winter attending the 
Owens Valley competition in the United States in 
June. He spent the rest of the time flying and 
sightseeing. 

Visiting pilots wishing to fly Sunshine coast 
inland sites, particularly Montville and Flaxton 
should phone one of the following on each occasion 
to gain clearance, as use of the sites is on a neg
otiable basis and we do not wish to lose them. The 
landing at the bottom of the Dome take-off is in 
the property of the red roofed house for which no 
landing rights have been given as yet. We'd like 
your co-operation in this matter by gaining clear
ance to fly first. Contact: 

Stan Roy 
Alf Carter 
Nichola Wallace 
Geoff Robson 

(071 )485268 
457265 
441227 
461332 

We'd also like to apologize to the Byron Bay 
club for poor attendance by our members at their 
fly-in on the last weekend of October but most of 
us had more pressing commitments. Perhaps another 
time. 

Sunshine Pen 
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Scared? 
You should be ... 

if your chute fabric 
- like Ugly's sheet

is not certified! 
It could let you down 

when you least expect it: 
We only use certified 
FIll material in our 

back-up chutes. 
Ask for our test certificate. 

(Ugly just didn't think 
it mattered!) 

BACK-UP CHUTE 
complete... $343* 

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIA r~: 
68 WENTWORTH AVE., SYDNEY 2010 

Tel. (02) 211-5555 

Price includes Sales Tax 



Call hkn Master 
For golfers, the Master's Tournament is 

wi dely regarded as the most prestigious on the 
~ rofess ional circuit. For hang ,gl ider pilots, 
th e Masters, held yearly at Grandfather Mountain 
in North Carolina, serves very much a similar 
purpose. To win the Masters means beating the 
bes t in what can be the worst of conditions. 

This year Hugh Morton's tournament proved 
again to be just that, and the winner, 28-year
old Steve Moyes of Australia, made it three in a 
row, confirming his dominance in a sport where 
local knowledge and experience are even more 
difficult to overcome than in golf. 

The last man to win the ~lasters before Moyes 
was Dave Rodriguez of Utah, who was flying a 
~loyes glider in 1978. This year, the $5,000 
in cash taken away by ~loyes was the largest 
r rize ever for the meet and brought Steve's total 
t o about $11 ,000 for his brief 6-meet, 4-month 
US season . It was the most ever won by a pilot 
i n this country, seeming to validate the convict
ion held by most that Steve Moyes is the world's 
fi nest hang glider pilot. 

The course was of the climb-and-race type, 
made popular in Southern California for the past 
couple of years. Conditions varied from too 
light to make the course to too heavy to fly at 
all during the meet. The most common task was 
to race up and over two pylons, fly to a return 
point and make the course a second time, over about 
a five-mile total distance. 

Steve Moyes flying at Grandfather Mountain. 
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The pylons were located on two peaks north of 
the twin launch platforms jutting from the sheer 
cliff face on the mountain's south end. When 
the wind was over 15 mph three assistants were 
required to hold the gliders down, making for 
dangerous and exciting takeoffs. 1977 winner 
Tom Peghiny suffered a blown launch in a strong 
25-30 wind, but was fortunate to escape bruised 
and embarrassed as he was dashed on the hard 
rock between platforms. 

In the third round, Moyes took his only loss 
of the meet when Bob England nipped him at the 
second pylon. Steve was ahead but arrived too 
low to make the pylon on his first pass, and Bob 
jumped ahead. Later "Diver Dave" Ledford took 
his first loss to Rob Pederson, but refused to 
give up, scratching at the very bottom of the 
cliff where few indeed care to fly. "I had to 
get up to get out", remembered Dave. "I hit two 
trees down there, and I thought I was going in .. " 
In that same round, the fourth, conditions could 
best be described as a bit rowdy, and cold. ~loyes 
won his heat from Jeremy Fack by toting thirty 
pounds of sand ballast. Mike Arrambide of Ven
tura beat Scott "Buckeye" Buchanon, 1 oca 1 Grand
father pilot. 

The ~lasters was blown out for the next two 
days. Stewart Smith was left in the lead at the 
time, the only unbeaten pilot. Everyone was 
extra nice to Stew during the wait. "I think they 
want to make me overconfident", he mused. Over
confident or not, things went badly for Stew after 
that, as he took four consecutive losses when the 
meet began again. 
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PM Magazine sent their local representatives 
to the meet. During the two day blowout the PM 
truck rocked in the parking lot atop the mountain, 
as though it wanted to inch over into the next 
parking space. Only the ravens flew in that 
wind, having sport with one another and with the 
pieces of meat put out for them by owner Hugh 
Morton. The winds, from 35-50 mph, only en
couraged the ravens to perform more radical man
oeuvres as they popped in and out of the rotors 
behind the overlook. 

The winds died down at last and round five 
began on Sunday. Taking over the lead, Ledford 
won from Bob England and got a rare bullseye in 
the meadows, which England was unable to make. 
Bob had to put in at the pad by the lake, used 
this year only as an alternate landing zone. The 
pad offered no landing points. 

Steve Moyes beat Bruce Case in round five. 
Case and Pederson appeared to be the sink rate 
kings of the hill, but when Bruce and Rob flew 
one another Case was the easy victor in the most 
marginal air. Mark Bennett, the strongest 
rookie in the meet, administered the first loss 
to Smith. 

On Monday the wind was very light indeed and 
from the east. Round six had to be held on the 
single backside launch, and though the pylon 
course was used, only one pilot made the course 
in the morning, and one in the afternoon. They 
were Steve Moyes and Mike Arrambide, and their 
common opponent was the unfortunate Dave Ledford, 
who took his last two losses of the meet and 
dropped his lead. Except for Ledford's heats 
all flights were for duration, and Case got all 
the way back up to the top from a storage area 
at the very base of Grandfather Mountain, an in
credible feat that had all who watched cheering. 

When there were an odd number of leaders 
someone had to "fly down", or fly a pilot from 
the next loss bracket. 

"I'd rather fly the guys in my group than 
the ones flying up (in a higher group); they're 
clawing for anything", said Moyes. "They're 
desperate for blood". Steve was begi nni ng to 
sleep poorly. One night he dreamed he was being 
chased by an old lady w~th a screwdriver. 

24 strong, the field was cut to ten on Mon
day. Moyes was in the lead, but by only one win, 
and the one-on-one format dictated a need for a 
clear winner. Two rounds were flown, leaving 
Steve Moyes needing to beat only Arrambide for the 
first prize money put up jointly by Hugh Morton 
and Piedmont Airlines. It was the largest purse 
ever offered at the Masters, totalling $10,000. 

Tuesday morning saw a heavy wind coming from 
the northwest, signalling an approaching dry cold 
front. A band of cirrus came slowly across the 
sky, and cumulus clouds began popping behind it. 
Cloud base was about 2500 feet over the mountain. 
A win for Noyes would cinch the title. For the 
first time, a reverse launch order was used, with 
the highest-ranking pilots to fly last. After 
one p.m., the wind dying and a few thermals coming 
up the cliff, the last round began. 
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The day unfolded into indian summer, warm 
and breezy. Migrating redtail hawks flew over 
in groups of up to sixty birds, showing pilots 
where the thermals were rising. The hawks flew 
far above the trees, which were just beginning to 
turn their fall orange and yellows. A beautiful 
day for a race, as they say on television ... At 
one-fifteen Stew Smith and Easy Voorhees were off 
and climbing, followed by Lawton and Pederson, 
and then Burnett and Bennett. At first the 
course was fairly easy to make, but the wind 
continued to die. Ledford flew Case in condit
ions so light they had to favor Bruce, but won 
anyway, getti ng every pylon fi rst. "You beat me 
in my own air", acknowledged Case afterward. The 
win and his combined landing points got "Diver 
Dave" back to second place. 

The showdown, coming as it did sometime after 
high noon, featured Moyes against Arrambide. They 
made three of the four pylons in about twenty 
minutes, with Moyes leading. Then the lift shut 
down in a jiffy, as a cloud blocked the sun, 
stranding the pair in front of the launch, scratch
ing to stay aloft. They tried for the last pylon 
for an hour, failing, though Moyes remained ad
vantaged in altitude. Tough Mike Arrambide re
fused to give up, doggedly coring every tiny bit 
of lift, having trouble coordinating his turns, 
as Moyes constantly watched him from a hundred to 
four hundred feet above. One last therma l put 
them over the top and racing for the finish, where 
~loyes arrived first and performed a few victory 
whoop-te-do's before flying to the meadows to land. 
For once, he made no attempt at the bullseye. 

Three-time winner Steve Moyes accepted the 
giant trophy and the prize money from Hugh ~lorton, 
politely thanking all who helped with the .contest. 
At 8-1 he was a clear winner for sure, the next 
four pilots being tied at 6- 3. Landing points 
earned them their places in the order. It was 
one of his toughest competitions ever, he said, 
and his wins didn't come easily. When he flew 
Mark Bennett he won by the merest of fractions -
seven seconds. But with the exception of Bob 
England, Moyes had beaten every pilot he'd flown 
against and had the money to prove it, with a 
little change to spare, as heat winners were 
awarded an extra ten dollars each round. Now 
Moyes broke down his red and white Meteor, getting 
ready to 1 eave the next day for the Worl d ~leet in 
Japan. There was nothing left to win in the 
States. 

Nothing, perhaps, except a greater share of 
the U.S. market. The senior Moyes, Steve's 
father Bill, said he'd bought some property in 
Los Angeles, and intended to build a Moyes outlet 
there. He said Steve would likely arrive in the 
states next March or April to begin that task, 
closer to the competition and certification pro
grams. 

As the afternoon waned in the slanting sun, a 
tired Steve Moyes worked over his bundled gliders 
with a crescent wrench in each hand, on the grass 
of the deserted landing field. 

(Reprinted from Windsport, pp.18-21) 



COME FLV WITH ME 

DO '(ou WEie:.-H - 140 f:b o~ b:5 ~j ? 

no '100 THiNK THe N~\\J CouSL.£"SORFAC£ GrI...·'C€R.S fH2E -roo +tEA\I" ~ WEL..L WE 

\-+AvE MAt)£: -n-tE ME"TEo~ \70, IOtt:> t..i~HTEJ2.) so i-r wEi~HS THE sf\-Me AS 
1"\-lE CJrL.\\)E-~ ~OcJ AQ..E FL..'iiNCr NoW ~ 'THiS HAS SEEN Ac.t1iEVED 3'1 
DESi~N\~c:r- EAcH c..OMPC»J€.~T wi-rt1 Me:,..ic..u\..OoS A-rarEt-lTiot.l -ro uJE l~H". 
1ttE. METEO~ lio t1~~ soPE~~L..iCrHT Rou... co"-lTR.OL-.1l-tE L.j~HT FI-E')(;SL.£ 
WSiN~ is ftVAiL...ABl..~ O~L"" TO M0'ftS,. 

ToE,w\N<?(- StN~ Of 'THe METE"oe.. ,qo i~ S'()~ AN AbvA~TA~E ov£~ 
OT~R. ~L.iDee..s, A-S "Iou CAN R£:f)L..L'( SL.CIN IT DOWN ON It- Bf\~K. Ato.ll) 
~~€ STA~ iN "TrtE 1'is\~G: Pti~ ~ON C!r"ER : £~TrtE~ iN -ni~MA\..S O~ 
!..i~T R\'[)G--E L..lf"T. . 

WE t/r4vE {tL-5CJ ACtii8J€b "n-tiS C'N TH£ '70 WiTH S~\arHT AiR.fb\\.-
, . ... . . . 

MOt>IFlcA"o~- sfHL... I£NSION, ANt> )( -BAt2.. A-bJ'05,TMENTS. THIS Htts IMi>£O\}Er. 
if.4E Wf\SHD0T To Grl\lE SE.'~ ~iDE -A'f-AL-L. ~P£~-lHE. 170 IS t:ft2EflT" 

So iF" you WA-NT f\ a-LIDE12. tHAT 'is t.1~-r '"fb cAe.~'l HAN1:)\..e5 L..iCl+fTfR. 
\HA~ E"ER.~TH'~~, STAY5 uP tOt\lCtEe.., HAS A Hier1-4ER... J MAXiMuM SP£ED 
lHUJ CAU,... \foue.. L..Oc:.AL.- DEAL..U2., OR MO'f£'5RCLA,VS , 

ME.efL'1 c.H~is""",A-S ,-0 AL..L ~ND PL.,! .:100 M'L~ IN THE NE:l\I 'IEftJ!! 
ST£vE. 

PHONE THE: Ft\CT<*'-I ~ 3g7 - 5114- WHE(f ALL oF SftNTFtS H£.LP£RS 
ARE &ET,iNE,r 'JOUR. Cil.:-iDERS t<EAD'/ FoR ct-fRi5TMA~, KA~L-,SV£, KiM, 
ST£V£, PE'T~~ CueTA'N., PETE... COHPASS, CHR\S, SiLL AND PHiL 
MATTHEW50N. 

130rH THE. /"10 AND THf. 190 Alit C£RTIFJ£D TO tlSH~MA STANDARDS 
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HGAWA 

HAVE YOU EVER WONDERED WHy .... 

' " Why you can't get anyone to "go driver" 
for you. This story relates a sure fire way to 
ensure the people won't volunteer again. 

First off, you want to go inland and only 
one other regular flyer wants to go, so your girl
friend and the other flyer's wife say they'll go 
as drivers, after stories of - "Pleasant drive in 
the country", "Picnic on top of the hill", "See 
your loved one do well" - and the "Piece de 
Resistance" - "Devonshire Teas on the way home" 

We took our time getting there as the 
~leteoro10gy Bureau advised it would be 
about midday before the inversion would 
be broken. Arrived at the top of the 
hill at 10 a.m. 

No activity coming up the hill, so had a 
small picnic, as promised, and played cards 
until 11 a.m., when the first cycle started. 
Set up and launched as soon as possible 
(approximately 11.25 a.m.). 

Stayed in thermal ridge lift for 5-10 
minutes then caught a ride out (out of 
the 700 foot hole we launched into). 
The other pilot wasn't lucky enough to 
get out of the hole. 

And that was the last they saw of me - dis
appearing down wind. The retrieval crew collected 
the other kite from the bottom and drove to the 
nearest telephone and waited ... and waited ... 
and waited - for six hours. High temperatures, 
a record for this time of the year -(35°C), and no 
money to buy drinks and food; (no one told them 
being a retrieval driver may require money, and I 
had my wallet with me); 90 cents a phone call to 
home base every hour to find out if I had rung in 
yet; and only a small creek to cool off in. A 
happy crew! Then, they find out they've got a 
drive of 150 miles ahead. The telephone is used 
to cancel dinner engagements; the ashtrays of the 
car are raided for petrol money (luckily there was 
already a half full tank). 

Eventually, at 8.30 p.m., I was picked up 
from the small country pub - having had a couple 
and steak and eggs (which was not appreciated by 
the drivers who hadn't eaten) - needless to say 
the dinner was shouted by me to save my skin. We 
arrived home at midnight - so much for a "drive in 
the country". 
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Epilogue 
The flight took 5 hours 5 minutes and covered 

a distance of 114 (182 kilometres), over flat 
ground. 

The weather was: on the Eas~ side of a low 
trough between two highs which created high temper
atures. (The Met. Bureau had advised a temperature 
of 30°C, with no cloud - the temperature actually 
rose to 35°C). 

Lift varied between 300 feet per minute to 
1,000 feet per minute - with the same amount of 
sink. There was plenty of thermal activity -
therefore no need to take the smaller ones. You 
could pass through the thermals until a strong 
lift was encountered. 

A tail wind approximately 5-10 knots swung 
90° during the flight. 

~lost of the distance covered was without any 
height problems - and in late afternoon I contin
ued on in the buoyant air. (Amazing how your LID 
improves in this air.) 

Landed at 4.30 p.m. with no activity or wind 
on the ground. 

Credits due to: The Great Retrieval Crew 
Spot on Met. Forecasting 
Super comfortable SkyHigh 
harness - and of course -

My Swift 

After flying 6 months in America all I can 
say is 

Australia Got it All. 

Bim 

(Good one! Ed.) 

They're bock in stock U 
DENNIS PAGEN BOOKS 

* Hang Gliding and Flying Skills 
* Flying Conditions: Micrometeorology 

for Pil ots 

* Hang Gliding for Advanced Pilots 

NOW AVAILABLE! 

$7.00 each or 3 books for $20.00 

Send your money to: 
The Secretary 
NSWHGA 
PO Box 121 
SUTHERLAND NSW 2232 

BE EARLY AVOID THE RUSH! 



Steve Moyes and Mark Bennett scratching for lift. 

Buffalo Cup (Texas) 
They say things are bigger in Texas, and the 

prize money for this contest certainly was. Jack 
Grimm, Texas oil millionaire, invited a group of 
the world's best competition pilots to Buffalo 
Gap. He put up $10,000 in prize money and only 
charged entrants one dollar. First prize was 
$4,000, and round money was paid to each heat 
winner "at the rate of $20 per round, except for 
the final round, which was $110. 

Local sponsors paid pilots fifty dollars to 
carry their names and medical insurance of up to 
fifty thousand was taken out on each pilot. 
Paramedics were kept on station at the base of 
the hill. Every pilot received a trophy. 

Buffalo Gap, in Abel ine, is a flat area. 
Jack Grimm owns a 320 foot mesa there which he 
plans to have carved into a buffalo, like the 
faces on Mt. Rushmore. Grimm sent for Chris 
Price, who deemed the hill flyable. 

There was only one practice day. Many 
wondered what they were doing in Texas on such a 
small hill. Bob England was the first wind 
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dummy, and Jeff Burnett impressed everyone by his 
long flight the first morning - a full three min
utes. True to the spirit of flying, the pilots 
packed up and went back to the top for another 
sled ride. 

Morning turned to afternoon. There were 
blue skies and cumulus clouds began to define 
themselves. Thermals rolled up the ridge and 
pilots began to soar. During the cycles some 
pilots had to land but as many as five soared at 
once. Bob Deffenbaugh and Jeff Scott approached 
the landing zone at the same time. Bob court
eously made a turn to allow Jeff to land. Jeff 
landed while Bob maintained. Doing's' turns 
and then 360's, Deffenbaugh climbed to cloudbase. 
4,000 feet over the top Bob joined with Eric 
Raymond for a cross-country flight that lasted 
three hours and covered 30 miles. It became the 
longest and only distance record from Buffalo Gap, 
not bad for a practice day. 

After only three weeks of preparation,day 
one turned out to be a successful contest day. 
Round one was mostly sled rides with top seeds 
Jeff Burnett and Steve Moyes the only two to make 
the pylon course. Jeff Scott's opponent stalled 
into the hillside just after launch. Both he 
and his glider were left undamaged. 



Sled rides continued during round two and 
luck was sometimes a major influence. Bob 
England, flying an English version of the Demon, 
left the ground only ! second before his launch 
window closed. Unfortunately for Bob, his 
opponent Stew Smith landed one full second later . 
~10yes, Stoll, Scott , Young, Smi th and 1 oca 1 Roy 
Mahoney remained undefeated at the end of the day. 

Day two saw th ree full rounds. Steve Moyes 
showed the rest how nice the morning air could be. 
After his opponent went down Steve stayed up, 
showi ng the rewards of efficient flying. His 
perfect turns i n the ma rginal air kept him aloft 
as others sank out. 

Mark Bennett and Bob Deffenbaugh had a close 
ma t ch. Bennett was a keel length ahead on the 
fi rs t two passes, but Bob sped in front on the 
third pass for the winning position. There were 
two near-l andings on pylon one, but both pilots 
cleared the si x-foot poles by a couple of feet . 

That afternoon pleased the Texas crowd . 
Jeff Burnett stayed up for a bit of f ree-flying 
after winning his match. Excitement built with 
Jeff's wingovers and spins. Local Steve Stack
able got a win by beating a fellow Texan. Other 
locals Sheer and Burns had a close match that 
looked l i ke fun fo r both . Spectators stayed on 
to watch as the wi nds helped to cool the hot 
Texas hill. 

Jeff Huey l ooked certain to win hi s heat 
agains t Def fenbaugh but mi ssed hi s last pylon. 

Tu rbu l en t crosswi nds delayed round six. 
Pi l ot s were encouraged to f r ee-fl y fo r $50 bi lls 
pl aced by Jack Gr i mm under t he bullseye. 

Conditi ons improved fo r a match between 
Moyes and Mahoney. No pyl ons were obt ai nabl e, 
so Ma honey took a cha nce and fl ew direct ly t o 
t he side of the hi l l facing t he cros swi nd. Moyes 
fai led to follow , taki ng the sure path t o the 
l anding area . The Texas crowd went wi l d as 
Okl ahoman Nahoney was abl e t o make t he landing 
area to give Moyes his first loss . 

In soaring conditions Scott and Defenbaugh 
showed how close a race could be. Both flew 
yellow and white gliders, and at the finish 
Deffenbaugh was ahead by a nose. 

Jeremy Fack flew Bob England . It seemed 
their personal contest was to see who could get 
the pylon people to duck. The two came amazingly 
close but cl eared the pyl ons with confidence . 

After completing round six, Price decided to 
get off the most important heats of round seven. 
Moyes had his chance to get back at Mahoney, and 
this time it was soarable. Precise turns and 
perfect airspeed gave ~loyes the edge and he beat 
his inexperienced competitor. 

Good wea t her conti nued, and t he neck and 
neck battles grew more intense. Gary Sheer showed 
he was no quitter af ter breaki ng his Lancer. He 
fl ew a Phoeni x 6-D against a Comet in 25 mi l e an 
hou r winds. 
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Sterling Soll and Steve Moyes headed up the 
fifth round, Sunday morning. Moyes' perfect 
turns around the pylons kept him just seconds 
ahead. Stoll did an excellent job of clearing 
pylons with minimum altitude. Mahoney got a 
close win over Stackable.while clearing one pyl on 
by only six inches. 

Nark Bennett had a close encounter with co
worker Ron Young . Bennett was very aggressive. 
He used as much speed as possible to stay just in 
front of his opponent. 

Bob England took full advantage of the only 
slow turn made by Jeff Burnett on pylon one. Bob 
squeaked in front to get the last pylon first. 
No speed advantage could make up for the slow turn 
and England claimed the win. 

Rain began and the flyers rushed to get off 
the hill before roads became too mUddy. In the 
tent below Jack Grimm was helped by Chris Price 
to present the several thousand dollars in prize 
money . 

. W~en it came time to present Steve Moyes 
wlth hlS large silver trophy and $4 000 most of 
t~e large .bills were gone. Jack piled'up small 
b~lls.untll Steve had a wad over two inches thick. 
H1S pllot skills had made the ultimate difference. 

Happy with the outcome, Grimm was ready to 
put up another $1 ,000 for a cross-country contest 
Tuesday, but the conditions didn't allow i t. 

These rounds fini shed the contest day and 
free- flying was allowed. ATexan cla imed t he 
booby pri ze by l andi ng on t he rai l road t rac ks. 
Chris Price made him t ake his pri ze , a $20 bill, 
f rom the bot t om of a pile of cow pat t ies. 

Monday, Labor Day, wa s t he las t cont est day 
and t he wea ther didn' t look good. St orms were 
app roaching from t he no r t h. Most heats were 
sled rides, in an attempt to finis h the round. 
Bob Deffenbaugh nea r ly took Sterling Stoll from 
the number two position by lasti ng a few seconds 
longer but on his landing he hit a free-flyer's 
glider that had been left out on the field, 
knocking him out of his win. 

Burns and Sheer were the last heat. Con
ditions were getting worse rapidly. Sheer de
cided not to fly, but offered to wit hdraw from 
the contest to save the round. Burns, in hero 
style got off in the l ast puff of up air. His 
flight was rough and in the rotor but he saved 
the round and earned a hundred and ten dolldrs 
round money . 

Next year Jack Grimm plans to offer even more 
prize money . With professional organiza t ion of 
t he sort provided this year by Chris Price, it 
should be an even better meet. Y'all come on 
back next year for another Buffalo Cup! 

(Repri nted fr om Wi ndsport, pp.22- 24 ) 



ftUSTRftlJI8N 
CROSS -COUNTRY LEftGUE 

PRIZES 
OVERALL: Longest Flight .. on an Australian Glider ... P.A. Chute ($340 .. donated by Parachutes Australia) 

To a pilot that f l ies the magic 200 miles on a MOYES gl ider .. $500. 
CLASS A: 1st Place . . on a glider bought from CLOUDBASE ... $250 

1st Place .. on an ULTRA LIGHT glider .. BALL digital vario/altimeter ($440) 
1st Place .. on a MOYES glider ... $250 

CLASS B: 1st Place .. on a glider bought from CLOUDBASE ... $250 
1st Place .. donated by PARACHUTES AUSTRALIA .. COCOON Harness ($130) 
1st Place .. on a MOYES glider ... $100 
Longest single flight from Stanwell ... $50 (CLOUDBASE) 

1st and 2nd place in each class receive trophies donated by CLOUDBASE 
ENTER NOW: Pilots, here's your chance DOCUMENTATION: Date of flight and take off and 
to compete in a contest open to all , landing times. 6 figure map references are 
based on consistency, and involving required for take off and landing plus a 
no need to leave your local sites, general description of landing location, 
to find Australia's best X-C sites approximate distance flown, photo or 
and pilots. barograph evidence optional. Official 
THE TASK: Clock up the highest distances will be measured on Natmap 
average straight-line distance from 1:250,000 Topo maps. 
your best 8 flights. There's no WI TNESSES: Name, address and phone 
limit to the number of flights you numbers of take off and at least two 
may enter. landing witnesses for each flight , and 
DATES: From OCTOBER 31 to JANUARY only entries posted within 10 days of 
31 1982. flight will be scored. Restricted to 

2 CLASSES: Class A is designed 
for Hang 4 and 5 and embraces both 
the 1982 NATIONALS and BUFFALO X-C 
EVENTS. Class B is open to all other 
pilots and is to encourage advanced 
Hang 3 pilots to get into thermalling whil~ 
others can accumulate miles on some of the long ridges 
that abound in this country. 

foot-launched, non-powered hang gliders , 
only. 

RESULTS: Flight documentation will be 
examined by the Verification Board and 

League position and distances published 
monthly. 

The League is hosted by CLOUDBASE Hang Gliding Centre. 

AUSTRALIAN CROSS COUNTRY LEAGUE ENTRY FORM. 
PILOT NAME: ___________________ AGE : ________ klG FA NO. : ____ _ 

ADDRESS: RATING : _______ CLASS : _____ _ 
______________________ TELEPHOI'lE: ______________ _ 

ENTRY FEE: $15.00 (to cover administration 
and verification expenses) 
Entry Form and Fee must be received 
before or accompanying 1st flight. 

Make Cheques payable to: 
Australian Cross Country League 
C/- CLOUDBASE Hang Gliding Centre 
499 Crown Street, SURRY HILLS NSW 2010 

I, the undersigned hereby request permission to enter and participate in the Australian Cross Country 
League. I acknowledge that my participation is voluntary and that I know the risks and dangers of cross 
country flying, and that unexpected dangers may arise during the League. The decisions regarding when and 
where to fly and where to land are my own, and I accept all risks of injury to my person or others and/or 
property that may be sustained during the League. I am aware of ANO 95.8 and Transport Australia 
regulations concerning operations of hang gliders. In consideration of the permission granted to me to 
participate in the League, I do hereby, for myself and my heirs, release the officials and sponsors of the 
League and Cloudbase Hang Gliding Centre from all claims for injuries sustained by my person and/or 
property during my participation in the League due to negligence or any other fault. 

I HAVE READ AND UNDERSTAND THE FOREGOING REQUEST AND RELEASE: 

SIGNED: ________________ HITNESS : _________ DATE : _______ _ 
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Australian x-c League -Report 

League Extended 

Final date is now Sunday 28 February 1982 
to give you more time to get 8 good flights. 

At last some good weather and cross country 
fever is setting in as our first 25 entrants are 
trying to get the hop on you others. We have 
heard rumours from other states (especially W.A.) 
of great distances but as these pilots have 
chosen not to submit proof we can only assume 
they are figments of imagination and exaggeration 

Come on join the League and show us all 
where the best X-C flights are coming from. 
(Confidentiality guaranteed) 

At present the Illawarra Escarpment is prov
ing most consistent (should encourage you poten
tial Class B entrants) with the three longest 
flights coming from this area. Singleton, in 
the Hunter Valley and Buffalo also feature well 
so far. 

Clyde Farquhar and Steve Ruffels seem to be 
the keenest and have submitted several flights 
but as most others have only entered one flight 
so far no averaging has been attempted. 

Jeff Scott of the U.S.A. on his new Meteor 
190 leads the field with a flight from Stanwell 
to near Robertson for 52 kms and Clyde Farquhar 
and Roy Salter come in a close second with 49 kms 
to the bottom of Macquarie Pass. Bruce Daniels 
flying for Ultralight flew into 4th place with 
39 km from the Glennies Creek site near Singleton 
and Steve Ruffels of Victoria scored 32 kms from 
Buffalo to be in fifth position. 

Class B is still anyone's game so all you 
H3' s get out and ha-ve a go. 

Order your League T-shirts now! 

League Table 1.12.1981 

1. Jeff Scott (USA) Meteor 190 
2) Clyde Farquhar (NS~J) Meteor 190 

) 
2) Roy Salter (NSW) Swift 
4. Bruce Daniels (NSW) Swift 
5. Steve Ruffel s (VIC) Swift 

6) Paul Mollison (NSW) Swift 
6) Hank Numeyer (NSW) Meteor 190 
8. Dennis Cummings (NSW) Bandit 
9. Dave Delay (NSW) Swift 

10) Craig Worth (NSW) Meteor 190 
10) lain Cummings (NSW) Phantom 

52 kms 
49 kms 

(best of 3) 
49 kms 
39 kms 
32 kms 

(best of 2) 
26 kms 
26 kms 
24 kms 
22 kms 
19 kms 
19 kms 
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HANG GLIDING 
ACCESSORIES 
D.O.T. approved (No. 2235) Parachute harness 

and canopy manufacturers 

The Back-up Chute 
complete $343* 

Deluxe Prone Harness 
$94,50* 

Stirrup $9.50* 

Altimeter 
$92.50* 

Hummingbird Vario 
$196* 

S ummer Harness 
$84.50* 

COCOON HARNESS $135* 

C&D H/G Helmet 
$46.00 

Kite Bag 
$59* 

* If it's not listed ask us. 

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIAr~: 
68 WENTWORTH AVE., SYDNEY 2010 

Tel. (02) 211 -5555 
Prices include Sales Tax 



LETTERS TO THE 
EDITOR 

Close Encounters of the Unwanted Kind 

Dear E.ditor, 

During the past few months I have taken 
part in a considerable amount of flying both 
in military and private aircraft. I have come 
to notice that the pi lots and crew of these 
aircraft don't keep a constant look-out for 
other aircraft, except for the occasional 
navigational reference, etc. 

For this reason, I urge all hang 
glider pilots not to assume that pilots 
in other aircraft are watching where they 
are going. No doubt these pilots are well 
within their rights to fly the way they do, 
especially when they are within thei r 
designated airspace and usinQ the upda ~ed 
radar and associated navigational aids. 

But, as we know, not all pilots of 
powered aircraft adhere to their appropriate 
air routes and height limitations so, with 
this in mind, be alert. Keep a watchful 
eye and ea r for the elusive aircraft when 
you next fly on a cross-country trip or fly 
up and down the coast. Remember your rules 
of the air, and be prepared to take the 
appropriate action to avoid a mid-air 
collision. 

Sa fe soa ri n9 , 

Graham Puka 11 us 

Dea r Editor, 

If there 's anyone in te rested I would l ~ke 
some hang-gliding pen pals. I'm ~9 and am Ju st 
learn i ng to soar. I fly a Phoenl x 6B . Anyone 
interested please write to: 

Mark Smelstorius 
C/O Gembrook P/O, 
Gembrook, Vic. 3783. 
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Dea r Editor , 

wis h to support Ian Jarman ' s proDosal 
to sp li t NS\·/ i nto two lone s. It i s .a 
ridicu l ous s i tuation when our top pl lot s 
are forced to enter our nati onals by devi ous 
means or not at al l . 

By improving the standard of our 
competitions we improve the standard 
of a qreat number of pilots, i ncludi ng 
non-compe t ition pilots who may emulate 
the masters at their home sites. 

Bernie Beer 
VHGA 

(The situation which occurred last year at 
the Nationals where pilots from NSW ended 
up competing on behalf of other states , was 
caused by several factors but would not be 
helped by splitting the state up. First, 
the NSW Executive chose their team for the 
Nationals strictly on the basis of the 
previous years state competition and many 
excellent pilots had not been able to be 
in that comp so had no chance for a place 
on the team. These pilots aske d other 
states who had not filled their team if 
they could compete for them. S e cond, the 
TAHGA executive did not give NSW as many 
places on their team as they were entitled 
to if the divis i on of places had been done 
on a strictly proportional basis. We did 
this so that the smaller states (who would 
not have been eligible to send anyone on 
a strict proportional basis) could also be 
represented . In order to do this, and 
still limit the number of pilots as asked 
by the organizers, we took a few places 
from NSW (the state which was already 
sending almost half the number of entrants) . 
This year this situation was amended, see 
the HGFA report this month for de tails. 
Splitting the state would not have helped 
either of these problems which have both 
been handled better this year so that 
there should be no problems. 
Marsha Leeman, Federal Secre t ar y) 

SAFETY CHECK 

When you're doing your pre-flight checks 
there should be no distractions. Don ' t talk to 
anyone, don't think about the flying conditions, 
concentrate fully. 

If somethi ng doesn't "feel right", don ' t ig 
nore it and fly. Stop and check every~h ing. 
Your brain is trying to te l l you somethlng t hat 
you're too preoccup i ed to notice. 

i ODAY'S THOUGHT 

A superior pilot is one who stays out ?f t~oubl~ 
by using his superior judgement ~o avold . sltua~lons 
wh i ch might require the use of hlS supenor Sk,lll. 



Dear' Edi tor 

TWEEDLE DEE AND TWEEDLE DUM 

Recently both Cloudbase and the Moyes Schools 
of Hang Glding noticed two desperados with 
a large number of people that apparently 
wanted to have a go and to see what hang 
gliding was all about. These two fellows set 
up their glider, a SK I, with the original 
plane webbing harness and proceeded to teach 
the multitude how to fly. 

After a short time, when we noticed that there 
wasn't one helmet between either of them, I 
approached the two people that were launching 
their friends off into the wild blue yonder, 
about thei r i ntenti ons. When as ked why they, 
themselves and their pupils weren't wearing 
helmets, the answer was: The wind i s not 
blowing strong enough to wear a helmet and 
that the people were not members of the 
association but were just giving hang gliding 
a go. 

After such a statement I tried to explain the 
possible situation that would arise if anyone 
of his crew were hurt during their flying 
instruction, with regard to compensation and 
insurance to which I was told: "They're 
only friends who want to see what it',s like". 
Both Brad College and Peter Johnson couldn't 
have cared less about the fact that the 
Association would have to bear the brunt if 
an accident or a death had resulted from both 
not being members and not wearing helmets, when 
exposed by the media. 

It is very unfortunate that there are still 
a few callous and irresponsible people around 
who have no reaard for the intense work that 
so many dedicated fliers put into this sport 
to uplift the image and to gain the respect 
we deserve as a responsible body, the HGFA. 

Yours 

Graham Pukallus 

ENTRANTS FOR THE MISS BUFFALO X-C · CLASSIC BEWARE! 

Dear Steve 

OFFICIAL TEA~l 
DIVESTICK ENTRANT 

Enclosed is the entry fee for the Classic. 
I am a hang 5 now, ready willing and able. I 
came 7th in the 1981 NSW competition and have 
half a dozen cross country flights to date. 

But enough of the boring stuff, let's get 
down to business. I am a brunette, single, and 
my interests are gardening, stamp collecting and 
making life size replicas of the harbour bridge 
from matchsticks. I think I should be Miss · 
Classic 1982 because I have the best legs. 

Yours faithfully 
Bruce Daniel 

• 
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WOW! TALK ABOUT GETTING INTO PRONE 
TOO FAST--THIS PILOT AT THE WORLD 
COMPETITION IN JAPAN HAS ONE FOOT 
STILL ON THE RAMP AND THE OTHER IN 
HIS HARNESS ALREADY! 

skys()(Jing 
PO 

VARIOMETERS 

industries 
Box 103, Thirroul 2515 

Hummi ngbi rd ..................... . .. $195 
Ball 620H, small audio vario ....... $280 
Ball 631, audio vario 

& digital altimeter ...... $480 
Kwik clamps ........................ $33 

AL TIMETERS 
Thommen 2000-26 .................... $115 
Wrist strap ................ . ....... $7 

WIND METERS 
Hall windmeters with brackets ...... $33 

PARACHUTES 
Advanced Air Sports 
20 Kevlar lines 
20ft. canopy, 1 oz cloth 
weighs 4~ lbs, super compact ...... $410 
with single container bag . ... . ... . $430 
with double container bag .. ... . ... $450 

p/I()f1e Slev~ K eIInord (042) 
611794 



HGFA MEMBERS EXCLUSIVE ... 

Full personal 
accident insurance 

From HGFA Brokers 
warwick blair insurances 

A Member of the Terence Lipman Group of Companies 

- Full 24 Hour Cover a day, every day, not just hang gliding. 

-Full Hang Gliding Cover, including Competition Flying. 

-Broad, Worldwide Cover, Lloyd's policy wordings. 

- Benefits payable for a Full Year to 80% of income, 
excluding workers' compensation claims. 

- Limited Medical Expense Cover 

- Your cover starts as soon as you despatch the 
Proposal Form and Premium. 

Be covered 24 hours a day, every day, wherever you 
are, with HGFA Members' exclusive Personal 
Accident Insurance. Select the Plan best suited to 
your requirements from the Proposal Form below 
and mail together with the Appropriate Premium to 
Terence Lipman Pty. Ltd. 

------------------
warwick blair insurances 
Personal Accident Proposal Form 

Nameinfull. ... .. ...... ................... ........... .... .... ... .... .... ...... .... ..... ........ ......... . . 

Address ................. ............. ...... ........ .. ...... ... ... ........ .... ... ............ .. ... ......... . 

........... .... ............................... ... .. ................... .... Postcode .. ..... .. .... .. ........ . 

Age ...................................... .HGFA Membership No ............... ........... ..... . 

Occupation/Profession .. .... ..... .. ... .. .. ... ... .... .. ....... ........ .... ....... .... .. ..... .. .... . . 

Duties Performed .... ...... ... .... ...................... ..... ... ..... .. ... .... ... .... .. ... .. ... ..... . . 

Employer's Name ................................. ......... .. ........................ .. ............. . . 

and Address ... .... ...... ... .. ... ....... .... .. ... ......... ... .. ... Postcode ... .................... . 

Have you previously suffered injury through accident? Yes D No D 

If yes, give brief details, including period of incapacity ............................ .. 

Are you presently suffering an injury or physical disability? Yes 0 No 0 

If yes, give full details .................................................................. ............ .. 

Please indicate the Insurance Cover required. 

Insurance Benefits 
Annual Cover 

Premium Selected 
Death or Permanent Temporary Payable (please 

Total Disability Total Disablement tick) 

$10,000 $1 00 per week $100 

$10,000 $150 per week $150 

$10,000 $200 per week $200 

$10,000 $250 per week $250 

Date .... ... .. .... .. ... ...... .... .. Signature ....... .. .......... ........................................ . 

TERENCE LIPMAN PTY LTD 
Bridge House 127 Walker Street 
North Sydney NSW 2060 Telephone (02) 9290611 
Members of the Confederation of Insurance Brokers of Australia 

People who care .. .insure with Blair 
81 .4388 -------------------------------
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NEW SOUTH WALES HANG GLIDING ASSOCIATION 
P.o. BOX 121, SUTHERLAND, N.S.W. 2232. 

Nominations for the 1982 Executive 

In accordance with the Constitution and Rules 
of the Association, the incumbent Executive Council 
retires on December 31, 1981, and nominations are 
hereby called for the position of President, 
Secretary, Editor, Treasurer, Safety Officer, 
Competitions Officer, Training Officer and State 
Co-ordinator. Nominations must be in writing, 
signed by the Proposer and Seconder, each of whom 
shall be financial voting members of the Assoc
iation and each nomination shall be endorsed with 
the consent of the candidate to stand, duly signed 
by him/her. These nominations must reach the 
Secretary at P.O. Box 121, Sutherland, NSW 2232, 
within 21 days of the mailing of this issue of 
Skysailor. Any remaining vacancies will be 
filled by nomination and vote at the Annual Gen
eral Meeting which is to be held next February on 
a date to be advised. 
Government Grants 

We have lodged applications with the Depart
ment of Sport and Recreation to assist in the empl
oyment of a Membership Secretary for 1982, the 
running of the 1982 State Championships and the 
proposed 1982 Hang 3 Competition. 
Incorpora ti on 

Preparations are proceeding toward incorporat
ion of the Association and the services of Keiran 
Tapsell, our resident 'Legal Eagle', are much 
valued during this time. 
Pagen Books 

Back orders for thes e books have been fill ed 
and stocks are moving quickly. Please place your 
orders through Cloudbase Hang Gliding Centre --
great for Christmas presents! . 
Submissions to Transport Australia 

A number of sites within NSW have been pro
posed to Transport Australia for a Regional clear-
ance up to 10,000 ft. If granted, this should 
greatly improve the potential for X-C flights within 
this state. We hope to have something definite to 
advise in the near future. 
Safety 

Unfortunately, one of our members has been 
made a quadriplegic following an accident last 
month; there have been a number of accidents in
volving injuries lately - please take it easy and 
fly safely. 

Warwick Blair 
Secretary 
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ORDER OF SELECTION FOR THE 
N.S.W. TEAM FOR THE 1982 NATIONAL S 

The order of priority of N.S.W. pilots who 
may be selected to compete in th~ Nation~ls are 
listed below. The final selectlon of pllots 
will depend on places available and the intentions 
of higher ranked pilots. 

'81 '81 
NA~lE STATE NATIONALS 

(position in) 

l. Steve Gilmour 2 3 
2. Rick Duncan 6 6 
3. Steve Moyes 1 15 
4. Hank Numeyer 5 13 
5. Alan Daniels 9 11 
6. Dennis Cummings 14 14 
7. Brian Rushton 12 20 
8. Cra i g Worth 8 28 
9. Ric k ~1a rt i n 3 37 

, 10. Shane Duncan 10 27 
11. Phil Mathewson 1 
12. Ian Jarman 4 
13. Danny Scott 4 
14. Bruce Daniels 7 
15. Rod White 8 
16. Rob de Groot 9 
17. Glenn Woodward 12 
18. Mike Delay 15 
19. Neil Mersham 16 
20. lain Cummings 18 
2l. Mike Middleton 19 
22. Chris Brandon 20 
23. Wayne Collison 21 
24. Steve Powter 22 
25. Chris McDonald 22 
26. John Heymans 23 
27. Dennis Gilbert 23 
28. Stu Kenworthy 24 
29. Bruce Wynne 25 
30. Bruce White 26 
31 . Paul Bardsl ey 27 
32. Bob Barnes 28 
33. Kim Butterworth 29 
34. Paul Mollison 30 29 
35. Russell Duncan 31 
36. Chris Boyce 31 
37. Steve Short 32 
38. Paul Hough 33 
39. Mark Goolmeer 34 
40. Clyde Farquhar 35 
4l. Paul Murdoch 36 
42. Jim Parsons 37 

Positions 1 - 10 are given to pilots who 
competed in both the State and Nationals and a~e 
listed in order of their average scores. Remaln
ing positions are listed in order ?f sco~es .in 
either State or Nationals. We thlnk thl S l S a 
fair way of allocating remaining positions con 
sidering some pilots could not attend both com
petitions . . 



(Book Review) 

SOARING HANG GLIDERS, BY ANN 
WELCH AND ROY HILL, JOHN MURRAY, 
LTD. LONDON, 160 PAGES, SOFT COVER. 

Soaring is the ultimate goal of hang gliding 
--- to stay aloft using ridge, thermal, con
vergence and wave lift to achieve high altitudes, 
to cover long distances, and in general, to spend 
as much time as possible in the air. 

Soaring Hang Gliders is aimed at the pilot 
who already knows how to make a safe and con
sistent sled ride and is ready to expand his 
(or her) skills. It starts off with a 
description of the skills needed to make a first 
soaring flight in ridge lift. Included are some 
excellent diagrams describing proper flight path 
and .how to do top landings. 

Next is a section on hang glider character
istics, followed by an explanation of glide polars 
(graphs of sink rate vs. air speed). Even 
more useful than the glide polars is a chart 
showing turn performance -- how much altitude is 
lost in a 360 degree turn at various angles of 
bank. The chart assumes a straight ahead 
minimum sink rate of 230 fpm, but two minutes 
with a calculator can correct this for the exact 
sink rate of any particular glider. 

The second portion of the book goes into 
soaring weather, thermals, cross-country planning 
and the like. There are quite a few cloud photos 
and weather maps that aid the explanations. 

The third and shortest part of the book is 
given to advanced techniques, mountain flying, 
parachutes, competition, towing and powered 
ultralights. 

Soaring Hang Gliders covers much of the 
same ground as Dennis Pagen's book, Hang 
Gliding for Advanced Pilots, but Ann Welch and 
Roy Hill take a different approach. Pagen takes 
an almost scientific approach, trying to explain 
everything that has an effect on flying, while 
Wel ch and Hill seem more pragmatic , as if 
answering the question, "What do I need to know 
to fly?" Perhaps this is a result of their long 
experience as instructors. Their information 
is orgainized well and is presented clearly, so 
the reader doesn't have to decipher it. 

This is a British book, but except for a 
phrase here and there and an aerial photo or 
two that are unmistakably England, there is 
little to betray its origin. The techniques of 
soaring are universal. Pilots from Australia to 
Zambia (and even in Southern California) will 
find this book an excellent aid in progressing 
from sled rides to cross-country flights. 

(Reprinted from Hang Gliding, September, 1981 
P.37) 

CAN'T KEEP IT UP? • 
BALL VARIOMETERS MAKE A RANGE OF TOP CLASS VARIOMETERS ONE OF 

WHICH WILL SUIT YOUR REQUIREMENTS: 

* All prices quoted include the new Federal Government Sales Tax 
All prices subject to change without notice. 

MODEL 620H - Compact, audio on up only, internal 
batteries (not supplied) . . ................. . .......... $278* 

MODEL 631 - Super vario/altimeter, audio full 
range or up only . digital altimeter , 
uses internal batteries (not supplied) ... . ............ $470* 

We are the Australian agent for BALL Variometers Inc. and offer 
12 months warranty (factory approved backup in Australia) on 
all variometers sold. 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
Winter Airspeed Indicators, self contained, made for 
hang gliders ................ .. .. . . . .. . .. . . . ........................ $121* 
Replogle Barographs, light weight, rugged and 
rel iable, 30,000' range ........ . .. . ......... ... . . .................. $346* 
Mechanical variometers ...... Compasses ...... Oxygen 

For further information write or call Tom Gilbert 

T. & J. Sailplane Services 
BOX 324, ·CAMDEN, N.S.W. 2570 

PHONE (046) 66 7079 - A.H. (046) 57 1288 
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SUNCOAST HANG GLIDERS 
Stan Roy, ms.12071 Chevallum Road. 

Palmwoods 4555 phone 071- 459185 
A PROFESSIQNAL HANG GLIDING BUSINESS OFFERING A COMPLETE RANGE OF SERVICES 
- LEARNER SCHOOL - REPAIRS TO ALL MAKES - A COMPLETE RANGE OF ACCESSORIES -
TRADE-IN GOOD USED GLIDERS ON NEW, ALL BRANDS_ 

WHY DO A LOT OF FLYERS FROM WESTERN AUSTRALIA) VICTORIA) SOUTH AUSTRALIA AND N.S.W. 

BUY HANG GLIDING GEAR FROM STAN ROY'S SUNCOAST HANG GLIDING CENTRE?! 

BECAUSE HE GIVES AN EXCELLENT MAIL ORDER SERVICE AND CARRIES A HUGE STOCK OF GEAR. 

HE DOESN'T JUST RING UP SOMEONE ELSE TO SEE IF HE CAN GET IT. 

RING OR WRITE TO BIG STAN FOR THE BEST DEAL ON PARACHUTES) VARIOMETERS) ALTIMETERS _ 

THUMMEN AND 3 NEEDLE AIRCRAFT) H D ZIP GLIDER BAGS) HAVER~ACK KIT BAGS) COCOON 

HARNESSES) VAURNET FLIGHT GLASSES) LEATHER SKI GLOVES) PAGrN BOOKS) HELMETS - LEAF 

(LARGE Z90) AND A G V AND DE-LUXE SUNCOAST comON WITH ENCLOSED PARACHUTE AND 

BALLAST AND STORAGE BAGS. 

HE MAY MAKE YOU AN OFFER YOU CAN'T REFUSE. 

THE NEW SYSTEK MINIATURE VARIOMETER WITH AUTO ZERO) SOLID STATE TRANSDUCER) 3 x 2.5 x 

1.5 INCHES AND WEIGHING 11 OZS AT $235 IS IN A CLASS OF ITS OWN. 

GEORGE WORTHINGTON'S BOOK) IN SEARCH OF WORLD RECORDS) HARD COVER $14) 

SOFTCOVER $11. GIVE yOUR MUM OR GRAN ONE FOR CHRISTMAS. 

SUNCuAST HANG GLIDING CENTRE 

WRITE FOR A COMPLETE CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST. 
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ACT 
Hang gliding 

Association 

Annual General Meeting 

The Annual General Meeting was held on 
5/11/81 and was a reasonable success, with 14 
members and 6 non-members attending. (By the 
way, our current membership is about 40). 

Naturally, the main topic discussed was the 
Transport Australia submission concerning all our 
sites. We realize that flying in the A.C.T. has 
been at a stand-still for over four months, but 
it appears an answer to the submission srould be 
given any time now. 

, It has been mentioned previously that the 
grants from the government will be used for both 
a training film and for the purchase of a new 
training glider (Skydart). The structure of the 
film will basically show: how to ao it and how 
not to do it (e.g. take-offs, flying and landings). 
Tim and Bill have volunteered to be 'subjects' but 
I don't think either of them are fussed on demon
strating nose-ins etc. The film planning comm
ittee will be Geoff, Max, Pete, Bill, Tim and 
myself. The new glider will be of great value 
for beginners as it is a relatively modern glider 
but still a light weight, for ground handling. 
This glider will be left at Tim Webb's property 
and anyon e wishing to use it should contact a 
member of the committee, preferably Tim. A fee 
of $5 per day will be charged for the glider's use. 

A new group of safety officers will also be 
appointed after they pass their examinations. 
Members running for these positions are Geoff 
Cotter, Tim Webb, John Hayman, Max Stonham and 
Brett Freebody. I feel this issue is of vital 
importance as it not only demonstrates to members 
that we are a safety conscious group, but also to 
the public that we have high safety standards and 
al so that our members are under good control. 
(Good luck to all you guys in your coming exams.) 

The members attending this meeting also elect
ed a new committee. Anyone wishing to find out 
information concerning the club, especiarly visit
ing flyers who are in the area, please contact our 
committee members. 

For the past committee we say thank you for a 
job well done. Special thanks should be given 
t o our president Geoff who has put in an incred
ibly outstanding effort concerning the current sub
mission to Transport Australia as well as normal 
presidential duties. On top of these things he 
has also given up large amounts of his time to 
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teach beginners. I hope EVERYONE gets behind him 
in the coming year as it will make his job pleasant 
and possibly, even interesting? 

Also special thanks should be given to our 
past secretary, Peter Cursley, who has done an 
outstanding job concerning the A.C.T. segment in 
Skysailor. Even though we regard Peter as the 
club's 'school-master' because he constantly 
ch~ses us all up for articles to lodge in ~
~allor, we all appreciate his great efforts. 
(HEAR ! HEAR ! Ed. ) 

TRIBUTE TO PETER CURSLEY 
After several years of dedication to the 

ACTHGA Peter is finally leaving us and moving to 
Newcastle. The reason is that he has taken a 
new job with East West Airlines. Where Peter 
goes so too will our club mascot, Shelly (Pete's 
dog). So, to the both of them we say all the 
best in their new future. 

Peter started flying in 1975 with his close 
friend Tim on a 'Wings Condor-Billow Monster'. 
Both of them spent heaps of time perfecting their 
skill at the learner's slope on Tim's property. 
A couple of seasons ago Pete went through a patch 
of non-flying, however he got back into it when 
he purchased a new Mega II. 

As well as being a good flyer, Pete is an 
efficient photographer. He has produced several 
high quality films on hang gliding for our club, 
including some amazing footage of Mark Young at 
the Lake (you guys know what I mean). 

Pete has been on the committee for the past 
two years and in the last year he has held the pos
ition of Secretary. Thanks to his dedicated hard 
work the club's standard has been raised a great 
deal. Through his correspondence to outside 
associations and interests Pete has done much to 
raise our 'public' image. Skysailor has also 
been one of his main interests. With his hard 
work he has lifted our A. C.T. section to an im
pressive standard. 

One of Pete's main qualities in flying has 
been hi s approach to safety. He has been a 
safety officer for the past couple of years and 
has always demonstrated accurate judgement on when 
to attempt new stages in flying and also when not 
to fly in tricky conditions to novices. 

Summing up Pete, I suppose we could describe 
him as the fastest 'cooking-fire-lighter' in the 
district; a man who is able to skull a schooner 
of beer in .58 of a second; a man who drives a 
mean Vee Dub and a man who 'flies the pillow' with 
style. So from all of us here in the ACTHGA, 
thanks Pete for your friendship and dedication 
and all the best for your future. 

1982 A.C.T.H.G.A. Committee 

President - Geoff Cotter (062)314794 
Secretary/Treasurer - Brett Freebody (062)957434 
HGFA Representative - Tim Webb (062)365123 

- Des Blackwell (062)416042 
- John Hayman (062)316292 
- ~lark Young 
- Peter Koorneef 



LEARNERS BEWARE OF MODERN GLIDERS 

Although learners, when buying their first 
set of wings, usually want a safe set and one 
that will have a low depreciation rate and a 
good resale value; this often means that the 
beginner will choose a far too modern glider for 
his/her standard. These slick gliders are often 
very heavy and have highly responsive pitch and 
roll control . Since learners spend much of their 
time ground handling, the excessive weight of a 
glider may hinder them to an extent. It should 
be noted that with inland flying, learning is 
usually restricted to 'still wind' days. This 
means that the full weight of the glider is felt 
and also that long and fast runs have to be 
executed in order to accomplish a takeoff. Often 
heavy gliders hinder takeoff execution (e.g. 
dropped wings, etc.). 

Since learners often over correct in flight, 
a slicker glider can be a menace as it often rolls 
far too quickly. 

Finally, landing double surface gliders can 
be an extra hassle, especially in still wind, as 
the hands must be placed on the down-tubes when 
flaring. 

I learnt on a modern glider and found much 
difficulty with still wind landings (constant 
nose-ins which didn't help my condition or the 
glider's). Noel is also having a slight amount 
of difficulty with his Bandit, but I am sure he 
will progress to be a good flyer if his current 
determination is any indication. Even advanced 
flyers can find modern gliders difficult to handle. 
For example, sloppy wires take a bit of getting 
used to. 

A good guide on which glider to buy, espec
ially second-hand ones, appears in the back of 
Skysailor. A minimum hang rating is usually 
given with each glider that is for sale. 

Also note that each State Association usually 
has training gliders available for beginners (we 
have our lightweight Skydart). So take advantage 
of such facilities offered until you feel the time 
is right to purchase your first modern glider. 

NOTE: ACTHGA's Law Act concerning learners 
carrying modern heavy gliders up steep terrain. 

"The previous owner cannot be held liable for 
damages caused to the learner in the following 
instances. 

1) Learner experiences severe vomiting or heart 
failure while carrying heavy glider up steep 
terrain. 

2) Learner experiences deep ruts occurring in 
shoulders while carrying heavy glider up 
steep terrain." 

Well I must be off now so have a happy 
Christmas to all of you flying chappies. 

Brett Freebody 
(Secretary/Treasurer) 
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Plummeteers 
Recently Skysport Parachute Centre from 

Adelaide conducted a weekend student parachute 
course over here in Pt. Lincoln. Eight students 
took part, with four instructors. I think we 
wer~ all impressed with the thorough way they 
~ralned us so that by the time we were ready to 
Jump, we knew everything we would need to know. 
I couldn't help but think that it was a pity hang 
gliding students couldn't be taught like that. 

The first jump from 2,500 ft. was done late 
Saturday at 8.10 p.m. because the winds were too 
strong for us. We did a last run through and 
entered the awaiting small Cessna. The tension 
built up is undescribable as we four students 
j~mp mas~er and pilot w~re crammed in, the oniy 
flxture ln the plane belng the pilot's seat. Our 
s~a~ic l~nes h?oked in, we roared off up the strip 
g~vlng tlght llttle grins to all the other jumpers 
llned up to see us off and give us a last bit of 
encouragement. We couldn't talk for the noise 
or move from our uncomfortable kneeling position 
as we headed for the drop zone. 

A wind drifter was dropped, then it was 
power off and brakes on and I was told to climb 
out. I put my foot out first only to have it 
blasted away as we were still doing 70 knots so 
then I cautiously placed it hard on the step'and' 
took hold of the wing strut with both hands till 
I was spread-eagled under the wing, looking back 
at ~he jump master, who immediately said go, so 
I dld, forgetting to count. 

Next thing I knew I was all alone, hanging 
under my chute, floating in the sky. I did an 
anx~ous check for malfunctions; none, what a 
rellef. Just a few twists to kick out of, then 
a left hand and a right hand 360 0 and steer for 
the drop zone. Given the landing signal, I took 
up my position and had a rather solid landing, 
stood up and started off back, head whirling to 
watch the other three come down. Then we all got 
these huge grins which lasted for a couple of 
hours as we all trouped off to the pub for a 
late tea. 



We only got two jumps in for the weekend, 
owing to strong winds but ended up becoming 
addicted. We sat around watching other jumpers 
free fall from 13,000 ft. to 3,500 ft., then fly 
back to the shed in their ram air chutes, which 
have a forward speed of 40 mph and seemed as 
manoeuvreable as a kite, and better at spot land
ing. 

We also had a few laughs at ourselves, like 
one student who nearly ended ' up in deep water when 
he drifted on a thermal for about 4 miles to land 
12 ft. from a lake. Another guy kept going for 
his reserve chute almost as soon as he let go and 
the classic was Barry King, a local hang glider 
pilot who when told to let go replied, "Did you 
say go?" 

All in all it was a great experience well worth 
the effort and time. The parachute people were 
really great and similar to most hang gliding people 
but with a better male/female ratio. They really 
took an interest in us and looked after us, teaching 
us a lot about parachutes. 

I did the course as a comparison to hang 
gliding and to learn about parachutes. There 
are quite a few similarities. We're both after 
height and time. The sensation after a jump is 
just like it is after a really good flight. 

I learnt heaps about how to use a parachute 
and how it works. I'd quite confidently use 
mine now if I ever had to. 

Don Murchison 
Eyre Hang Gliding Group 
South Austral ia 

SKYSAILOR 
BACK ISSUES , 

The following back 'issues of SKYSAILOR are 
available from TAHGA at the amazing price 
of 

~ r1i\ rJ. per issue, 
~~ ~ including postage 

Note that not all issues are in stock. 
Send your order and money to -

Real 

Sep 
Apr 
Aug 

TAHGA, 
Box 4 Holme Building, 
SYDNEY UNIVERSITY, 2006. 

oldies 1980 1981 

'75 Jan Jan 
'76 Feb Feb 
'76 Apr Apr 

May May 
Jun Jun 
Jul Jul 
Aug Aug 
Sep Sep 
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Croweaters Corner 

Terry Tipstall 

The last month has been lac king in drama 
around S.A.H.G.A. circles. In fact, nothing much 
happened at all. There was little flying, no 
accidents, no divorces, not even a broken car 
window. Most people are none the wiser as to 
knowing the identity of Terry Tipstall. If you 
know keep it a secret. If you don't keep guess-
ing. 

The Flying Nosepicker was very distressed 
last month when he heard that he had not been 
chosen for the Nationals team. With tears 
trickling down his beard he seized the telephone 
and rang Woody to gain an explanation for this. 
Nosepick described himself as the best in the 
state, if not the world. He should have been on 
the team first. He went on to threaten suicide 
if he was not chosen. A number of SAHGA pilots 
offered to donate rope, shotguns, etc., if he 
intended to go ahead with it. Eventually, Nose
pick was given a place on the team as the Noar
lunga Council complained to SAHGA about the whing
ing and howling noises coming from the Frangipani 
Gardens on Saturday afternoons. 

Mr. Kimby Crumplestamp surprised everyone 
recently when he purchased a new kite. More 
surprising, however, was that he still hadn't 
flown it after owning it for 2 months. He ex
plained that it's main purpose was to decorate 
the top of his car and that he might get around to 
flying it after he had put the Rapid Head windsock 
back up, some time in the next few years . 

A letter from Mr. Ear Sweetperson has been 
received by SAHGA in which he commends the work of 
the Accident Director, Mr . Peta Patio. Sweet
person explained in the letter how Patio had set 
such an excellent example for other pilots with 
his unique style of flying. Because of his very 
safe and responsible attitude it was no longer 
necessary for Ear to remain a Safety Officer. 

Stove Drunkensloppy has solved the problem of 
the d i sposa 1 of his "MOTNAHP" kite. The problem 
arose when Stove left it out with his garbage can 
but the garbage collectors in Gladstone refused to 
take it . Stove has sent it over to Mr. Brian 
Filmgoer who will saw it up to make garden furni
ture. 

Geronimoe's efforts at training have come to 
t he attention of a number of people. When he was 
queried while throwing students off South Moana 
i nto 30 knot winds, he explained it was quite safe 
as there were power lines overhead to catch any 
students who were blown over the back. 

~ 
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Well, another one has died---not just a 
number, but one of our fellow pilots, a 
person who liked to fly--a human being, we 
knew as Julio. 

We aren't children any more and unlike 
fairy tales, people don't come back to life. 
Perhaps it's because I'm Victorian editor 
that I'm forced to, and have a chance to do 
something to jog you pilots out there (and 
me) to realize we too can make the same 
mistake--and die---if we don't take care . 
I'm not preaching that we all go back to 
Portsea and never do a 360 turn. I'm jus t 
saying that wherever you are flying, use 
your head and think what is around you and 
the options available for your flying and 
your landing. 

Summer is here!!! 

Some good thermalling conditions were 
here this month. John Reynoldson flew from 
Warriqal Rocks to Glenburn, a distance of 
some 25 miles. On the way he gained some 
impressive altitude. Gavin and Wesley Hill 
have also done some cross-country distance 
lately. Good one fellas. 

Our intrepid NSW flier--Bruce Wynne-
went up at Buffalo and flew over the gap 
to Mt. Beauty. 
Good one, Ian O'Neil. 

I hear than Ben Nevis is going well, 
regarding negotiations for more sites and 
different directions. Good work. 

$128.00 

I had a good fly on 22 November. 
followed John's lead and flew Bells to 
just past the river at Anglesea in a ~a x i !! 
Eat your hearts out, Swift owners. 

Congratulations!! ! 

Cupid must be around because everyone 
is getting engaged, married, etc. 

Congratulations to Fred and Janet who 
have been recently married and to Peter and 
Marie who will be married shortly, I hear. 
Also, to Carol and myself, who have just 
become engaged. 

Where to go???(Flyinq) 

Well, if you want to know the best 
sites for the day, Ring John Reynoldson 
and a) catch him in person, or 

b) get all the news on the VHGA 
Vocaphone. 

Ratings 

No more stamDed, self-addressed 
envelopes, all you aspiring rating-upgraders. 
To make it easier for you, just send in your 
completed rating form and leave the rest to 
us. 

VHGA CONTACT SH EET 

General correspondence: P.O. Box 400 
Prahran, Vic 3181 

Training enquiries: 

Offi ce bearers: 

Southern School of Hano 
Gliding 03-44-5557 -

President-Dave Harding--03-699-6128 
Secretary-Gavin Hill--03-277-7942 
Treasurer-Fred Butcher-03-561-6561 
HGFA Coordinator--Craig Aitken-03-429-3001 
Competition Director-Wesley Hill--03-277-7942 
Safety Director-John Reynol dson--03-609-3051 
Training Director-Rod Steele--03-44-5557 (BH) 
Editor-Paul Tanner-03-25-8148 

6988584 

CLOUD88SE 
hang gliding centre. 

PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION 
SALES & SERVICE 

hetlE.~Altimaster IV 1.....-_
4_

9
_9 _c_ro_w_" _st_. s_U_rrY_hi_IIS_S_Yd_"_e

y 
__ 

hours: w~d ... fri.12 ... 6pm. sot.9-6.pm. A.H. phone first fer ap~t. 
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ACCIDENT PRONE 

... A Few Comments Chri s South 

First of all, I was really stoked to see 
that there are still some flyers around who con
sider the transition. to prone important enough to 
write about. Good one Peter! There are, how-
ever, a couple of points in the article* that 
need further comment. 

(i) The article is an excellent guide for 
those who have gained most of their flying exper
ience on inland sites in light winds. Peter's 
recommendations regarding sites and conditions 
are obviously designed for these people. 

For those flyers who have done most of their 
flying in coastal ridge-lift conditions, the ideal 
conditions for the transition to prone are pro
vided by a smooth, easily soarable breeze on a 
familiar hill. Light winds are not so suitable 
because a glide does not usually give enough time 
to get completely settled before getting into 
prone. 

(ii) Peter claims that, in prone: "your 
centre of gravity is higher, therefore, you have 
to move your body further for a given angle of 
bank, than you would have in hang". While prone 
does raise your centre of gravity, it does not 
follow that you have to move your body further for 
any given response. On the contrary, the dis
tance that you have to move your body for a given 
glider response is less. This makes overcontroll
ing a common problem with pilots attempting their 
first prone flights. 

Apart from these points, Peter's article is a 
very good guide. In addition to Peter's tips, 
here are some more that could prov~ useful: 

1. Make sure that you are totally familiar 
with the site you are going to use. 

2. Know your glider backwards. This means 
loads of airtime in an upright harness. If this 
is too uncomfortable, a swing-seat may help. These 
are easy to make with a piece of board and some 
polyrope. If you think that flying seated is 
unfashionable, I can assure you that stalling 
tailwind into a cliff is even more so. 

3. DON'T, whatever you do, attempt to learn 
prone at~sandhills or any other small hill! 
Nearly all of the accidents I have seen at the 
sandhills that have resulted in a significant injury 
have happened to people attempting to go prone for 
the first time. Small hills give you no time to 
concentrate on a smooth, controlled entry. Nor do 
they give you any time to recover from any mishaps 
that may happen. 

4. If possible, soar around for a while hanging 
upright in your harness. When everything feels 
right, put one foot, and then the other into the 
stirrup and crouch like that for a while, slowly 
straightening your legs. Before you know it, you 
will be fully prone and loving it. 

31. 

5. Because the glider is more responsive, you 
need to be very gentle and smooth in your control 
movements. So concentrate on a light grip on the 
control bar and let the harness support you. And 
above all, relax! 

6. If, for any reason, you start to feel 
uneasy, uncomfortable, or even slightly out of 
control, slip back into upright and stay there 
until you regain your composure. 

7. Get heaps of advice from an experienced 
pilot, preferably a safety officer or instructor, 
and try to arrange for him/her to be on the hill 
on the day. 

With Peter's tips this seems like a lot to 
remember. But, the most important thing of all 
to remember is to take your time, take one thing at 
a time, and relax. Once you're flying prone you'll 
never look back. 

* 

L 

Peter Cursley: 'Accident Prone', in~
sa i 1 or, November, 1981. 

N.S.W.H.G.A. 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

to be held on 

FRIDAY, 5 FEBRUARY 1982 

at 

SPORTS HOUSE 

157-161 Gloucester Street 

SYDNEY 

in the 

AUDITORIUM 

at 

7.30 p.m. .J 



TAI-IGA'S 

MARK.ET P\..AC E 

NEW SOUTH WALES 

MAXI ~1K.III $500 
Excellent condition. 
Rainbow colours, zip bag 
and stainless steel A-frame. 
Minimum Rating II 
Jan Coen (02)698-8584 

UP 165 COMET $1,450 o.n.o. 
As new. Flown in compe
titions only. Available 
after the Australian 
Nationals. 
Minimum Ratiny III 
Phone Ian (02 698-8584 

CHEVRON B $550 ONO 
210 sq. ft. - suitable for 
medium to heavy weight pilot. 
A good floater for an 
intermediate pilot . Gold with 
red, green and white tips . 
In good condition. 

Minimum Rating II 

Dennis White (02) 230 5146 (BH) 
(042) 94 2140 (AH) 

BOWEN AERO $l,OOOONO 
Blue and white with rainbow panel. 
Curved fibreglass . tips. 60% double 
surface. Near new, state-of-the-art 
US glider. Actual glider which came 
2nd in Open Class 1981 US Nationals. 
148 Sq ft . Only 55 lbs weight . Suit 
pilot under 10 stone. Very sweet 
handling - excellent thermalling machine. 

Minimum Rating II 

Steve Short (042) 61 1544 (BH) 
(042) 61 6535 (AH) 

PARACHUTES AUSTRALIA 
SUMMER HARNESS 

Ready to go with stirrup, 
carabiner and 3 suspension 
points (Save over $20) 
Phone: Martyn (02)29-5976(bh) 

(02)36-7742(ah) 

$65 
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MOYES MEGA II--Blue and white with 
lightning bolt pattern on sail. 
Swivel cross bar . Good glider. 
In excellent condition. $900.00 
Minimum rating II, Phone: Ron on 
066-847388 

MEGA III (METEOR) $1,200 
Brand new, 170 sq ft, viking red, black 
mylar pocket, black tips. Will freight. 
Pilot now flies Meteor 190. 

Minimum Rating III 

Phone: Clyde (042) 94 2648 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA 

INSTRUMENT PANEL 
Going somewhere this summer. 
Fibreglass instrument panel, 
with arm and kwik clamps. 
Litek vario with circular 
face (by Sjostrom Instruments, 
maker of the Plainsman), 
Flight Designs altimeter, one 
reserve battery, with change
over switch, plus room for a 
digital clock and compass. 
Just what you need for going 
places. 
Dermott ~·1eaney (08)381-2073 

MEGA 11--11 months old. Hinae spreader. 
Blue le.adina edqe and white sail. 
Best qlider ' I've ever owned. Goina 
overseas. Minimum rating II. Phone: 
Rob Woodward 08 298-6013 $900 ono. 

A.C. T. 

$220 

WEDGETAIL B $650 
Ultralight kite. Good inter-
mediate glider - up to Hang 
III stage. 208 sq.ft. Big 
A-frame. First to fly will 
buy. Parting is such sweet 
sorrow. 
Minimum Rating II 
Phone: Peter Koorneef (062)82-1486 

after 6 pm daily 

VICTORIA 

MAXI ~1K III $500 
All 1 ight bl ue. 
Good condition. 
~inimum Ratin II 
Peter Greenhill 03)742-1372 

VK-3--Excellent condition. 
Minimum rating I, 
Phone: 03-299-1768 

MEGA 111--170 SQ. ft., White with 
special gold double surface, 
orange and brown tios. Priced 
for urqent sale at $980.00 
Minimum ratinq III, Phone Bernie 
03 328-2121 (BH) or 861-9969 (AH) 
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«lltfG ~gltt 6/ligltt S)'ste~ ~ 
Hang glider manufacturers & design specialists 

FOR SALE 
sl~\~.la)l-t 2 "A Mi~. H~~ I $ 500 

P~ay" Wa;~_iAl\kvwwd~ate} Low ail'" ti~-e.. 
g-aV"c3.sed ~ o:..ru ~ears - €.')(cell~ c:awJi:tw-w. 

IIICtla):! Mi1t. ~ 2 $900 
- S~ CY'Oss vuPe.s , w~te. WI~ r'ed il"~ 
tr-<o.ded w\, g-u-od coMitOV\l <JVI., swift 0 

\'I~ :! MiNv. tfa~ I $ 500 
t'(wlL-eM-t cow:::JiiL/YW w-1t~ 'VtevJ ~ll ]LF covet' 

coLcrt.U""s bLa.d< J white. & W'a.jI\~e. 

\'I~:I M i-¥Lo +ta::s I $ 51 S r VYlMac.ulated law air' tAMe. ./ OWr-le.YS ~ual &- d:t f' Cove..r- wit~ 
fadled eV'ds. Sr<2.c.'dL ~cLd / goki / OI'"CV\~ e, btack • New' CovJiUo-vt" ~ 

SIIIICI-:! . M~. ~ I $315 
A1I\o-t:l-!e.1"" f/'aYe fi..v1d Fr-<m1; Mt"s. COHeN!S" Earo!Je.. . specAai 

~dd vJi"t:h black tr-iM , .good c:owkti<m- wit11 Hea~ dufj c.over-> 

1IIIa)llt.11111~~tt Mi~. H~ 2 $800 
NI~e lVlatt1-t:hs oftJ . 'oJo double. -su,,-fac..e, f~~ 

cy-os~ Cubes / ~i~ilar to "SWift I ve.¥J .:load ~d.i~Ofo/ , a b~eiJN! 
l~a)IICCI- ~Is '. Mitvo HfiM..3 I '$'450 

. L4jhtweiql4l N.Z. . .Q~Jer WIth fold,~ Sw·,ft A-fvaw.e I 

Luff u~es A full Z.lp~. q'5 ry.ft, jood C~lmrJ. 

NJt(IJ~g4t 
aUgltt Systenu 
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FACTORY 15 N04 ETHELL Rd. 

KIRRAWEE N .S.W 2232 

Phone 521·6365 


